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Abstract

Studenfls Name: Anne Margaret Kocurek
Thesis

Title Music

and Leardership: What can we learn about leadership from mu$igl

Through the phenomenological research method, this
thesis aslcs, what can we learn about leadership from
music?

A review of literature providing links between the two
subjects is presented in the Literature Review. Concepts of

aesthetic education and experience are presented
significant links between music and leadership.

as

The researdre/s own experiences are also discussed. The
thesis body explores how leadership theories and
leadership characteristics apply to ensembles, performance
and the director. The relationship between music subjects,
performers and audiences are discussed tlrrough historical
examples.
The conclusion addresses the thesis questiotl "what can we
learn about leadership from music?"
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I. Introduction

Sketctt
of a work in progress.
notation
A composet's autograph
Sometimes a sketch can be identified as an early stage of a known
compositio+ or solnetimes it represents a proied but
unfinished work. (Randel, P. 752)

- The Harvard Dictionary of Music

I. A. Evolutio4 of an Idea
This thesis is a synthesis of my observations as a student and

practitioner of leadership and the fine arts. This thesis will answer the
question, "what can we learn about leadership from music?"
The idea for this thesis evolved through a variety of situations

I

experienced in music shrdy and performance that paralleled my experiences in

leadership. In both music and leadership situations, I achieved success because
of several trait$. My self-awareness enabled me to control my reactions and

inlluence situations for desired outcomes. The intricate study of music required
attention to detail. By studying details I learned how many Pafts create a whole,
artd how these pafts work together as a balancing act. This was accomplished

by rellecting on each pafi and imagining creative solutions for a great
performance even though the parb did not seem related.
From these and other traits I noticed that my study of music
increased

*y

ability to see relationships between concepts that would normally

remain unlinked. When I learned that leaders have an increased ability to see
relatiorTships, I uras determined to prove that the arts provide an education that
can enhance one's leadership.

I have participated in the study of fine arE ull

*y life. Upon

completion of a Bachelor's Degree in Opera Performartce, I began auditioning
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for singing roles. Since careers in the arts often do not provide for basic life
necessities, I began looking at jobs in other disciplines.

I sat through many business job intenriews selling my skills. I
explained that as a music strrdent I did not have books to memorize and
regurgttate. I was responsible for helping select my course work, learning the
music by practicing alone for multiple hours a day, and reviewing my Progress

with my voice teacher once a week. The instructor would decorutruct my work
and critique my technique and interpretation. I believe these experiences

provided an advantage over other sfudents since I was trained to work
independently, set personal goals, accept criticism, be accountahle for my
results, learn to ask for help when needed, and implement my results in a
performance setting as a soloist or as part of art ensemble.

I believe that performance opporhrnities are lacking from other
degree prograrns. A marketing or business major has spent his or her days

reviewing case studies and ttrinlcing about solutions. This per$on was not
experiencing the world of business or marketing like I was experiencing music.
I was gaining experience in my profession with each performance.

Whether performing an operatic role on a University stage or in a

paid Opera compEu'ry, the practice of singing the role is ultimately the same. The
venue where the role was sung did not lessen the song being sung. For

marketing and business, "real world experience" is seldom applied to

t0

theoretical situatiorrs studied in college. I believe my music training has

provided experiences that could be easily adapted from one discipline to
another. AII I was missing was the proper vocabulary for other disciplines.

Eventurtly one interviewer decided to test my theory. She hfued
me to ilrarurge the operation^s of a small advertising agency. The skills I
discussed at the interview were implemented in action. These skills were

making good judgments, solving problems with multiple corrsiderations, and
knowing when to exert authorig and when to ask for assistance. I worked
independenfly and was accountable for my assignments. If another person
needed to contribute to a proiect I kept him on schedule. Without these traits I

would not be able to sing on stage. I had studied and implemented these traits
for so long that they seemed to be second nature.
I was also responsible for the relationship between the agency and
several Forfime 500 comparries, and I collaborated with both the agency and
clients to solve the clients' marketing problems. I used this experience to study
the leadership skills of the clients, and observe the leader/follower dynamic of

their organizations. I was further convinced my training and experience in
music enhanced my leadership perforrnance in ways traditiornl business school

training could not.

Augfirg

Cofiege Ubrery

ll

I decided to enroll in the Master of Arts in Icadership (MAL)
program at Augsburg College to continue rny education. The program is a
sross-disciplinary study of leadership. Completion of my degree is this thesis.
In addition to my formal educatiory and experience in advertising

I urill be applyrng my own primary experience of participating in musical
organization-s. I have studied at the Eastrnan School of Music, was one of the

youngest vocal students accepted at the North C-arolirra School of the Arts, and
have won nrunerous contests and scholarshipt. (Appendi* A)' These
experiences have shaped many of the conclusion^s and perceptions stated \Arithin

this thesis. This is concurrent with the belief that in phenomenological research
"researchers often asflune an interactive role with their participanE, becoming

personally involved with the people and phenomenon being studied." (Leedy,
p. 154 These are my reasons for posing and answering the question, "what can

we learn about leadership from music?"

' Music Resume - Anne

lvlargaret Kocurek

I use this resume for auditions and

ofte,n include it with my business resume to provide insight into wtrat

shapes me as a p€f,son.
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I. B. Outline of Thesis

In order to an^swer the question, what can we learn about
Ieadership from music, this thesis is divided into multiple sections.

TIE Ljtsrature Rstiett)

The purpose of the literature review is to accomplish three
obiectives. The first is to define the terminolory, leadership and music, utilized

in this thesis. Quite often it is easier to define what somethin g is not rather than
what it

is.

The second objective is to review the eurrent literahue that is

relevant to an inquiry of music and leadership. The third objective is to support
the thesis statement that music and leadership are related.
The literature referenced in the Literature Review is from a

variety of sources. One sonrce with exceptional information is an issue of the
lournal of Aestlutic Educsfion dedicated to leadership. This source provides an
academic foundation for my theory. Other literature relating to the thesis

question is from publications referencing the concept of erpuiurce, and articles

exploring the arts and leadership. Some sources are discussed within the body
of the thesis and are not detailed in the literature review. This is intentional so
that the theory is fresh in the mind of the reader as it is applied to the research.
The body of the thesis

will explore ecamples of leadership and its

characteristics found in music directors, ensembles, through perforrnanc€,

ifl

the music itself, and in musicology (a sociological study of music's influence on

culture).

My reason for addressing each of these topics in separate sections
is to show the many levels where leadership

ir present in music. I begin with a
l3

leadership shrdy of a director since it is simple to think of a director as a leader.

In each section I will address clwractris#cs of leadership that I have experienced
and obsenred in music and the arts

Tlu Directo(,
This section urill feature excerpts from a case sfirdy written in
1998. The director chosen for the study leads a 2&member en^semble of an

original adaptation of Andrew Lloyd Webber's lezus Christ Supustar. The grouP
performs under the stage ruune of /C Snp*'star. The formation of this ensemble

from the initial spark of the idea ttuough the fifth year of performances has
shaped the leadership skilIs of this director. He is viewed primarily through
Peter Koestenbaum's Diamond l-eadership theory and supplemented by Iotur

Keegan's Leadership lvlask theory.

Tlw Enremble

Ensembles are explored ttuough Chaos Theory, focusing on

Margaret Wheatley's application of chaos theory to organization^s rn Leadership
and the Neut Sciene and Gleick's obsenration of chaos theory. Wheafley
describes characteristics of chaos being alive in organizations. This thesis cites

examples of music artd leadership in the areas of communication, energy, and

relationships. Ernest Boreman's Symbolic Convergence theory is also applied to
music ensembles.

Pe{srying
The section on performing relates chaos theory to the theoretical

foundation of music. The musical concepts of consonance and dissonance being
compared to conflict and resolution are irn exarnple. Wheatley's organizational
14

chaos theory is applied to performing through oramples of communication,

energy, and relationships. Edward T. Hall discusses the natural rhythms of our

human interactions through examples of synchrony.

The Sociology gf Music

The section on musicolory ercplores the leadership connections of
a musical worlCs story to its followers. It discusses lesus

line, poputarity

Otist Surystar's story

*ittr audiences, and the connection^s of the characters to the

performers in the /C Supwstar production. It is an excerpt from the case study.

C,onclusion

The conclusion contairT s a synthesis of information from the

literahrre review. Aesthetic traits will be paired with leadership traits to show
parallels. The conclusion will answer "what can we learn about leadership

from music?"

l5

IL Literature Review

Rhetoric
ln public speaking, tlw means of ffictiae adoocnry; in prose and poetry,
coedificntion of a*bal strategies tlwt enlnna the recqtion of a text,

the

music, tlu wnsciutre, wnsistent ux of pattgrns and formal aruangements to
engender in an audience il #nw of aesthetic satisfaction or psyclnlogical plausibility
tltnt clarifies or heightens tlu intutded effict of a cornposition or p*fonnance. (Randel,
p. 698)

In

- The Hanrard Dictionary of Music
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fI. A. Definition of Terms
a. Leadership

When the term "leadership" or its derivatives is mentioned most
people reference itn individual. They picture someone whom th*y would call
" sit" or "ma'anr."

Ifs a picfure of someone for whom they respect. This is not

an incorrect idea of a leader or leadership; it is iust incomplete. Definitions and

distinctions of Rpes of leadership are as varied as the people we n;une "Ieader."
For purposes of this thesis, leadership and its definitions wilt be those

developed in Western philosophies, especially those from United States
theorists. This distinction is important since there probably is not irn accepted

worldview of leadership.
ln order to establish a definition of leadership for purposes of this
thesis, let us explore several of today's most popular theories of leadership.
That way when unusual definitions or new ideas of leadership are introduced,
the reader can compare them to these rnore familiar definitions. A good place to

begin is with specific

ffies

of leadership for different disciplines. We begin

with politics.
Political leadership theories have an excellent source in Barbara
Kellerman's Politiml kadership: A

Source Book.

This book contains excerpts from

larger works that Kellerman has categorized into specific leadership questions
such as how do leaders and followers relate, why do leaders lead, why do

followers follow? The questions are essential ones to ask when one wants to
define what leadership is and is not.

t7

Kellerman divides several political leadership theories into the
categories of Democratic, Totalitarian, Revolutionary, Legal, Charismatic,

Entrepreneurial, and Nonconstituted leaders. Details of each theory are too

lengthy to list here, so we witl examine what all these Spes have in common.
When we think of political leaders we thfutk of government
officials. We should also think of those who are not elected official+ but whose
actions are political. Grassroots organizers are often politically motivahd. A

group which has committed its constitution to a philosophy or movement backs
the political leader or figurehead. The tigurehead is often the director and the

$oup follows. The word 'often' is used because not all fig,rt"heads
not all groups are followers, and not all followers

Eue

are leaders,

equally constituted to the

philosophy.

Political leaders vaIT in how th*y accomPlish their goals.
tyrannical, dictator, and totalitarian leaders operate from

a

hierarchy. Often

their followers have little input or authority. George Onnrell's Animal Farm is an
excellent example of how these leadership ttytes can lose control. Onnrell used

animals instead of people to represent differences. The different animals could
each represent

diffsent economic, racial or philosophical differences. All of the

animals believed in the ideas of Old General, the eldest pig. However, #ter his
death, his idea and philosophy was trnristed to benefit a few pigs who self-

appointed themselves

as

his predecessors. One example is a change to one of

the animals' commandments. Old General declared that "all animals are equal,"

and the pigs changed it to "a1l animals are equal, but some are more equal."
Thus, thuy felt justified to take what they wanted for themselves, without

consideration for the other animals. The story is a shrdy of Communism, but
much of its conclusions apply to several tyPes of leadership.

18

We do not want to insinuate here that all political leadership is

negative, unless one is the right animat. On the contrary, more optimistic views
and resulb from political leadership cart be found in leaders like Mahatma
Gandhi and Martin Luther King, ]r. Both of these men saw iniustice and used

non-violent civil disobedience to clrange conditions.
For every issue there are always two sides and two opinions.
Each side is seeking the truth and believes

it is correct. To study leadership we

can not let our personal opinion of a leader judge the effectiveness of her

leadership. Leadership should be sftrdied and assessed with critical thinking
skills. This brings us to a discussion of ethics and morality and their place in
leadership.

If Barbara Kellerman defines political leadership, then Robert
Greenleaf defines sen/€rnt leadership, a theory that is based on ethics and

rnorality. The question that should arise in one's mind is over the term
"servant." Don't political leaders serye their constituents? In theory, rutny
political leaders are appointed to represent the views and opiniorrs of their
constituents. However, Servant Leadership is motivated differently than
Political Leadership.
Immediately we reach a crossroad between two leadership
theories and how we apply them to a leader. Greenleaf defines Servant

Leadership as leadership that is not in the spotlight. The senrant leader is one

who takes action to promote the well being of others. It is not a pursuit of glory
or title. Serwant leadership

h*

a collegiate approach encouragtng collaboration

for the best outcome. Greenleaf's teachings are based in his Christian religious
background. In the book lnsights on kadership: Seruice, Stewardship, Syiit and
Seruice l*adership, more servant

leadership theories are discussed.

l9

One pair of leadership theories can help illustrate the diffenence
between political and servant leadership; they are Transactional LeadershiP
and Transformational l-eadership. Sidney Hook defines the theories through

two stories. The trarrsactional leader is the hero who is in the right place at the

right time. If a child is about to be stnrck by r citr, the transactional leader $aves
the child from the collision. It is a single event in which the person is viewed as
a leader. It is quite

likely that this person performs no other acts of leadership.

People look up to the hero for the singular act A traruforrrational leader may
act similarly in the same situation, but he is more likely to foresee a speed

limit

that is too high and work to reduce the limit so no children are injured. Hook
refers to these leaders as eoantful and wmt-making. The everrtmaker or

transforrnational leader sees

a

problem and works to solve

it The evenfful or

transactional leader is labeled as a leader for his quick reaction.

If we stop to consider who we would label
definition would change for each of us. One source for

a

a leader

in our life, the

listing of leadershiP

traits is the Augshurg College Master of Arb I-eadership Model. (Appendix

B)2

Leadership characteristics vary but also overlap from theory to theory.

Appendix

CP

contairu a tist of leadership theories and authors. The list is by no

means complete, but it is provided to illuminate the variety of theories

available.
The characteristics of leadership are moving away from power
issues, and being replaced

with the concept of leadership emerging from

a

Augsburg College Lradership lvlaster of Arts Leaderstrip Model cturts charaaeristics of ladership. It
focuses onthree main areas: a sens€ of visioq orientation toward action, and facility for persuasion. The
zub-components for each of these thrEc areas the,nbreak down into action items. The model providee rls
with a basis for deterrriniqg the p,resence of leadership or a leader. It is by no uleans a checklist, but a
reminder of the spectrum of traits that leadership and leaders exhibit
' The Varieties of gaAership list is pronided to show the wide qpectrum of leadership theories. The
theories can orrerlap, have similar traits, or have opposing traits. More than one thmry can apply to a
2

leader.
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common goal or purpose of a group with benefits for all. It is not a politically
socialistic vie,rnr; it is more a view of community and sharing. The August

edition of

The

Hmtmd Business Rsuinn) has made reprints available of their

article on leadership that caphrres this philosophy. The article is outlined laEr

in this literahrre

review.

Leadership is based on so many criteri+ but

becoming a leader and exhibiting leadership
seminar or accomplishing a skills

a*

not possible by completing a

list Quite ofEn

the terms "managefl' or

"supenrisor/' are confused with leadership and this is why some people think
leadership can be taught

In summ aA, this thesis $rilt work to redefine leadership away
from the hierarchical definifion and enlighten the reader with new leadership
ideas. For the reader, this requires letting go of preexisting definifions of
Ieadership.

b. Music
Composers create music as a metaphor for expressing their

emotions or thoughb. It is the chosen mediunr by the composer for

ib ability to

affect more than the listener/s ears. Music has the ability to stir many emotions

for the listener. It can create excitement or fear. A simple example is found in
movie scores. Love stories and horror movies can become comical if watched

without the sound. Anticipation and foreshadowing are lost when we are left
with just the visuals of the movie.
Music is comprised of tones and rhythms. Rttythmic patterns of
sound help us "feel" music and often brings us to the motion of dance. Music
can also

"painf

images in our minds. Music and its counterparts in the fine arts

such as drama, dance, and visual arts, share many similarities. AII can raise

2l

emotions and all are an expression of the artist We should define for ourselves

what type of music is "good musiC' since it is subjective.
The brur "artistiC when used throughout this thesis should not
be confused or considered interchangeable with the word "creative." David

Campbell in his bookTnl(e the Road to Creatiuity and C*t OffYour Dead End,
defines the creative process as similar to the artistic process. Campbell's

creativity theory involves preparatiorU concentration, incubation, illuminatiott,
and verification/production. This process is not art exclusive and Campbell
does not lead the reader to believe that creativity is only for the artisf s domain.

Often artists are referred to as creative and people hesitate to refer to nonartistic acts of creativity as creative.

In summ iry, music r,\dll encompass what it brings to the listener
as more than just sound. It

will discuss the musicians who create and perforur

the music. The theory of music

will

be examined and the componenE that

hridge music and leadership will be defined.

II, B, Searchine for Literatqre
The initial search for literature on the subject of music and

leadership yielded nothing. Very little information has been documented and
the lack of solid information was a bit dishrrbing. Additional searches

produced several interesting articles that further convinced me that linking the

two subjects was vahd.
One search for articles leads me to the current work of Dr. Bruce
Payne of Duke University on the topic of leadership and the arts. In a
correspondence his advice was to take the lack of cument research as an

opporhrnity to contribute to the field of leadership and the arb.

22

I was also encouraged to continue my research and make
connections by the founders of the company ExperienceArlcom. Both Dr.

Paynds and ExperienceArLcom's philosophies will be discussed laEr in this

literature review and thesis.
I began searching for current research linking music and
leadership

i* a variety

of areas. An excellent source I found wa$ The Immtfrl for

Aestlwtic Education.

IL C. The Iournal for Aesthefic Education
The journal is a publication for art educators, An aesthetic

education is an education in an arts disciptine. The journal discusses the
pedagogy and methodology of an arb education versus an education in other
academic disciplines. The most common definition of aesthetics involves

relaxation, beauty and comforl Something that is aesthetic is pleasing to a

variety of senses. As the articles are summarired in this literature review, you

will find the definition of aesthetic extends much further than this initial idea.
One volume of The lournal fw Aestlwtic Education conhined a series of

contributing articles linking the parallels of leadershiP development and the
shrdy of the fine arb. All of the articles were writEn rArith the idea that an
aesthetic education can enhance one's understanding of the principles of

leadership. The word "ttflderstunding" is chosm carefully to avoid the notion of
teaching or training of leadership. As stated earlier in the literature t€view,
leadership can not be taught or implemented by mastering a checklist of skills.
Leadership is a process much like the creative process outlined by these articles.
These articles embraced the concept of leadership having more aspects than
23

hierarchy and power. The majority of articles discussed the visual arB, but
since there are many parallels between training in fine art disciplines, the

information is applicable to this inquiry of leadership and music.
The articles are found in the 1995 Winter Volume of The lownal of
Aesthetic Education, The introduction was

Center For Creative I-eadership

i*

written by Pamela

S.

Mayer, of The

Greensboro, NC. Founded by the

Richardson Foundation in L97O The center is commitEd to "becoming ttte
leading cenEr of knowledge and application for the identtfication and
development of creativity and leadership." (p. 1) They have done this by

"helping leaders to do the hard work of understanding themselves and their
impact on others .* (p.1) The introduction describes the center/s goals and the
shared goal of the collective articles. Psychologists Kouzner and Posner are

quoted

first

The mastery of the art of leadership comes from the masEry of
self. Ultimately leadership development is a process of selfdevelopment. The movement from cognitive, rational, and
predominately linear view of the leadership world toward the one
nour required by contemporary society that would include the
intuitive, visual, spatial, and emergent perspectives, holds out the
possibility that arffulness will take on a ne\ r significance for
practicing leaders. (p. 3)

Two ideas are being expressed in the introduction. First the idea of mastery of
one's self and second a list of new criteria pertinent to leadership. Howard
refers to this list as the "aesthetic face," or "the face."

Kousner and Possner support their concept of intuitive, visual,
spatial, and emergent perspective as pertinent to leadershiP through David
Perkin's theory of "perrceptual intelligence." In his bookTllr Intelligutt Eye,

Perkiru discusses "perceptual intelligence" and defines it

as

"the realm of the

24

artisL" His belief is that due to our emphasis on language and numerical
abilities, we have not devetoped our perceptual intelligence unless we have
shrdied to become artists. (Intro, p. 3)

In the article The Aesthetic Faa of kadership,Y.A. Howard discusses what he
sees as a

connection between leadership and aesthetics. Howard begins by

eliminating one's current definition of leadershiP,
...It is doubtful that there is any one trait or even set of defining
traib, that would enable us to say, 'well, thafs the essence of
leadership in that domain' On the other hand, again, like
creativity, *e have little trouhle identifying particular instanus of
leadership precisely because such iudgments, however variable,
are rooted in observable achievemenb within a domain. (p. 21)

Howard asks if one would question Churchill or Picasso's leadership? He
answers no, but adds if one were to categorize them as "artistic leaders" or

"wartime leader s" a series of traits would emerge and serve as a checklist for
future determination of other artistic or wartime leaders. Howard rejects the
idea that leadership should be defined by a set of "constanB" or traits that
prove leadership.
He aims to step back from this data and reexilmine our

identification of leaders, stating a common confusion between leadership and
influence, "Leaders have influence, but influence does not imply leadershiP."
He backs this with the idea that "the key to influence is no compromise. The
key to leadership is the exact opposite: compromise

!' (p-22)

He takes the idea of leadership being confused with irrfluence a
step further commenting that most management literature assumes that a

directorial role is synonymous with

a

leadership role. Referring back to the idea

of influence, appointrrent to a directorial or management role does not
guarantee or imply influence. He furthers his point with the idea that "whoever
25

is in charge" does not identify who is the leader. Appointment and tifle are not
examples of leadership. Howard believes leading is not always part of being a
leader. To Howard "is a leader" and "exercises leadership" are not

synonymous phrases. He believes that judgments of leadership, like iudgmenb
of creativity, ofEn are judgments of the merit of resulE achieved.

Morality enters his discussion since most leadership is based on

if

the leadet's ability to achieve his goals. Yet if the individual deterurining

leadership is present views the goals as immoral, quite often the descriptor of
Ieader and leadership are stripped from the person. Howard disagrees with this

common societal impression. This breakdown of current thoughb on leadership
is designed to challenge our preforrned definitions and create a blank slaE for

Howard's exploration of leadership and its roots in "emotionalized thinking."
He identifies an aspect of leadership that ofEn is missed in theories:
Specifically, it fieadership] is that elusive amalgam of perceptive
sensitivity (sensibility), judgment, persuasiveness, imaginatiorU
and timing-much like that of an actor or perforuring artistexempltfied in the actions, decisions, rhetoric, and public presence
of acknowledged great leaders, (p. 25)
Here Howard makes it a point that firrisma is a hait belonging to leaders in all
genres from business to perfonning arE. He defends his notion of the aesthetic
face of leadership as more than surface charisma, it contains substance

-

a

growth in vision and judgment rtrith experience or acquiring a "nose" or "feel"
for what has to be done. To Howarfl experience is a keydeterrrining factor.
Howard quotes Iohn Dewq/s definition of an experience:

An experience has a unity that gives it ib name, that meal, thfrt
stonn, that rupture of fri*lrdshfp. This unity is constituH by a single
quality that pervades the mtire experience in spite of the variation
of its constituent parb. This unity is either emotional, practical,
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nor intellectuaL for these tenns name distinctions that reflection
can make within ir (p. 25)
So experience is something that is memorable.

It does not have to be an extreme

circumstance. It can be as simple as a meal or conversation. The last part of

Dewey's quote is where Howard leads the reader to the notion of reflection.
The circle begins urith an uryinrce that is memorable and leads us to reflect.

Within reflection one often reaches a conclusion The proce$s of reflection and
reaching a conclusion paves a way to the use of aesthetics on the journey.
Reflection involves reevaluating the experience by looking for
clues, stylistic pathrns, trends, meanings and relationships. OfEn the

conclusion is one that "feels

righl"

Howard uses the example of viewing art

At some point a particular painting speaks to you or this "instincf is a welldeveloped reading of one's own sensibilities developed through aesthetic

training. Howard believes this ability provides the following:
On the experiential side, it involves the full engagement of one's
sensibilities in successive reconstructions under ever changing,
ofbn highly stressfuI conditions. That is the aesthetic element in
leadership: the acuity with which one succeeds or fails in
perforrring that delicate balancing acL (p.W)

Howard emphasizes that conclusions are reached by identifftng the aesthetic
qualities of an experience and reflecting on them in relationship to previous
knowledge. Through this reflection, we often find more questions. Experience
and reflection are separate, yet dependent on one another.

Howard poinE out that the majority of management literature
uses the aesthetic face as anecdotal to

fulfill generalizations about situations.

Unless the anecdote and the generalization are presented as having a moral, or
lesson, the aestttetics are losL If the anecdotes and generalizations are written
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aesthetically they should direct the reader into her thought Process, to find the
details of the situations and reflect, Thus, how effectively can one reflect on the
generalization if one is not educated in aesthetics

?

Howard finds this step is

ofEn Ieft out of most management maErial.

Howard then asks, is leadership teachable? He answers his
question with a music metaphor:
Leadership is more like the higher levels of musicianship
virtuosity at performance, in referring to a level of achievement
that exceeds the limits of what can be hught Leadership is not a
skill at all, a fact that so<alled 'leadership training' programs
gloss over with alacrity. 'LeadershiP training' is an oxymoron that
almost willfully disguises the difference between the teachable
skills of social direction and what is unteachable in the way of
their deployment in complex challen$ng situations. (p, 33)
The reader should not confuse the list of aesthetic qualities as a contradiction of

Howard's disbelief in "leadership training." FIe relates back to his point that

providing a set of skills for mastery does not create the leader. A leader will
emerge from wprimces, not a checklist of skills taught in a seminar. To

Howard, leaders are born from experience, reflection, and conclusion that forur
a circular continuum. They implement these aesthetic faces because they are

leaders.
The conclusion of Howard's essay reiteraEs this thoughh

"Leadership as an achievement, like the virtuosity in the deployment of musical
skills, carurot be taughf' and the key word in that ptuase is "deployment " To
switch metaphors, one can easily master the rules of football, yet only a handfuI
of persons can execute them to the level that qualifies them to play with the
pros.
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Ra1ph A. Smith rn kadership ,4s Aestlutic Proces.s shares the idea

of

leadership not being teachable. He defines asthetics, discusses the use of
metaphor in business training, and summarizes the link he sees between
Ieadership and aesthetics.
First, aesthetic, for purposes of his essay, is defined as:
...the philosophy of art which typically aslqs the question about the
making of art, the nature of the art object, its interpretation and
appreciatiorU its critical evaluation, and ib cultrrral context The
aim of asking such questions is a more rational understanding of
art and our experience of iL (p. 39)
He then explains what this type of inquiry can produce:

Witfr the sharpened perceptiveness and discrimination cultivated
by a study of the arb, participants in interdisciplinary dialoglre
are likely to be more sensitive to the emotional properties of
situations, more imaginative in solving complex problems and
addressing practical situations, and more successful in
understanding anothe/s point of vierar. As a result, participanE
may rrore freely ioin in meaning making, which is among the
criteria of effective leadership. (p. 44
These ideas become more important when the idea of metaphor is

discussed. Smith says that a metaphorical literary is closely tied to a general

cultural literary. He stresses that the richer the background the more one can
see

things others miss. In one example, Smith cites two speeches, one having

excellent use of metaphor with physics being compared to a cathedral. In the
second speech, audience fuedback indirectly identified poor use of metaphor.

This made the speaker appear less intellectual than he is. Smith feels the
speaker shows not a lack of intellect, but a lack of aesthetic education.

Smith takes the idea of aesthetic education to mean that it enriches
more than the studenfs

life but also the ltfe of those she encounters. tn the

speech examples, the persons attending the speech on physics may have a
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betEr understanding of the subject matter. The audience at the other speech
may have lost the point of the speech since it lacked clarity. Smith believes the

positive aspects of aesthetics can extend even fuither, resulting in betEr
communities and societies. He also supporb the beHef that finding a
commonatity between cultures is the key to dealing with cultural diversity and
acceptance of another culftrre. He believes this is the basis for most exchange

programs, and inhrnational art education associations. He believes aesthetics
can be directly applied to any discipline or subculture.

In conclusiorU Smith staEs that an education in the arE:
...fosters an appreciation for art, cultivates aesthetic visiorU
develops reflective intelligence, and encourages the study of
cultural alternatives is an education using processes and
promotion of ideas, skills, dispositions, and values that one may
reasonably suppose can contribute importantly to the
background, aims and structuring values of leadership
understood as meaning making in a community of practice.
(p.48)

llnlnnding Creatiuely: Ttw Art of Making

Sense,

Charles ]. Palus and

David M. Horth define a set of aesthetic competencies which they utilirc in

a

program at the Center for Creative Leadership titled "Leading Creatively."
This course is designed to explore "co-inquiry,"
collaborative

i.quirl'.

The authors

Itis

a process

of

b*9,. by describing aesthetic compeEncies

as necessary for co-inquiry:

Aesthetic competencies are those which make possible the art of
leadership, the art of making cognitive and emotional, individual
and collective sense of complex realities. Aesthetic competencies
make possible a striking degree of depth, diversity, and detail in
the experiencing meaning and emotion and in the courses of
action taken by individuals and urithin communities. (p. 53)
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When they suggest that leadership is an art, they attach a disclaimer staEment

citing "We hope to avoid the timits inherent of viewing leadership and art as no
more than the performances of talented individuals influencing otherwise inert
audiences." They use this performance analogy to prompt the idea that

leadership is essentially art making, since both require a set of aesthetic
compeEncies.
The set of aesthetic competencies includes four categories:

noticing, subfle representatioru fluid per$pective, and using right mode

thinking.They acknowledge the overlap in the purpose and definitiou but
present the categories as a place for others to begin and modify.

Noticin& lingering and seeing detail have the ultimate goal of
allowing

ne\^r

meaning to emerge. Subfle representation is the idea of vision.

Vision is gained by creating and finding the smaller, detailed, hence subtle,
aspects and linking past examples of them to the presenL Fluid perspective is

the notion that "appearance depends on the point of view and that appearances
change

with time." Thus, inquiry over time will provide illumination. ILmode

is the idea that once the ability to utilize inilritive, holistic, and relational
proces$ing in the arb, one may then appl), it to other sihrations as appropriate.

It is learned easily through the arb.
Palus and Horth believe implementation of these skills can assist

in productive co-inquiry in situations and help attain compromise and
resolution.

fI. D. Publications rderencing itxperience"
Many of the articles from the lournal of Aesthetic Education
discussed the benefit of "experience." After a search of references to this word
some interesting articles emerged from business publications. ]oseph Pine and
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James H. Gilmore have applied the ideas of experience to the business

discipline in their book, Exryritnce Economy. Pine and Gilmore are economists
and founders of Strategrc Horizons, LLP. Their thesis is nicely described by the
metaphor of a birthday cake.

Th*y propose that we have evolved from an agrariafl economy to
an exryiutce economy. [n an agrarian economv we purchase the raw materials

needed for a cake, butter, eggs, sugar at their commodity price. In a goods
economy, w€ purchase a cake mix that combines several agrarian products and
packages them in a mone convenient way to prepare the cake. As the pace of

lifestytes continues to increase, the movement leads us to a wuice economy.
Here we don't even run to the grocery store to purchase the cake mix anymore.
Instead we race to our phone to reserve space for a partl'where the staff

provides the fustive atmosphere, leads the singing, and throws in the cake.

(Appendix Dla
According to Pine and Gilmore we are emerging from the serrrice
economy to "experience." Their hypothesis is that now we provide the
consumer a hands-on experience and they
to the

will pay for the wryrimtce in addition

waiw. The], cite several examples, including the success of coffeehouses.

The coffeehouse has maneuvered the consumer to pay $2-00 for a cup of coffee

in their store rather than make a cup at home for twenty-five cents. The
coffeehouse has created an ahosphere of which people want to be a parb

A

consumer can justify to herself spending more for coffee because she received

more than the coffee good, and customer sstice. She received an environrnent
where you can read and have conversations while espresso machines whirl in
the background and the aroma of roasting bearu wafh into the air. The setwice
o

Pine and Gilmore's Economic Distintrtion chart describes the progression of characteristics we find in
the four qrpes of economies.
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may include a personal greeting and recognition of her regular order. Her role
is not as a spectator, but as a participant She was part of the cofifee house
experience,
Pine and Gilnore don't believe that iust any experience

will do. It

has to engage the customer to the point of purthasing a commodity or

ultimately payrng to engage in the experience itself. They defend their thesis by
citing a plethora of business success stories. Walt Disney World companies is
the prime example of a company profiting in an experience economy.
Pine and Gilmore also suggest that Chicago's Niketown is

teetering on the service border, but could easily become part of the experience
economy. Nike created the store to build brand recognition (easy identification

of their logo) and to merchandise
ancl Pine

(se11)

in an entertaining atmosphere. Gilmore

woukl suggest to Niketown that they take the concept one step further

and charge admission. This places a value on the experience of being in

Niketown in the minds of consumers. With the profits they could stage more
elaborate experiences, people would pay higher admission, and the rycle would

continue.
Pine and Gilmore constnrct a model of the Four Realms of
Experience that determine the impact of the experience. The quadrants are
Passive Participation, Active Participation, AbsorptiorU and Immersion.

(Appendix

E;s

They provide examples such as TV wakhing or attending a

concert as passive participation, where the onlooker is abssrbed into the evenl

Participating in an active sport or playing in an orchestra, however/ th*y
consider active participation; here the participant is immssed in the experience.

5

The Four Reatms of Experience categorize an went into one of the four quadmnts ard determines

will provide

if it

a prson with an experience.

JJ

Thus, it is participatio+ not merely ohsenration, that according to Pine and

Gilmore creaEs the exprience.

II.

E.

Cultural Creatives
We could question who would be interested in these experiences and

whether enough people would be able to participate in them to move our
economy further into an experience economy. The answer comes in several
articles.

Earlier in this Literature Review, Ratph A. Smith was quoted
saying that an aesthetic education enriches the life of the aesthetic student and
those she encounhrs. He explained how aesthetics entrance metaphors and

communication. He believes this leads to betEr communities by encouraging
people to explore cultural alternatives. People with an aesthetic education

would typically have immersed themselves in activities and would be open to
the offerings of an experience economy.

In his article, Tlte Rise of lntegral, sociologist Paul Ray has
researched and collected data for eight years on a growing segment of the

population which is concerned rn'ith values, spiritrral kansformatior; ecological

sustainabilitll and self worttu He defines this group as the "Cultural Creatives."
He defines the philosophy as the emerging vvorld-vieu, after traditional and
modern worldviews. These two world-views do not cover the rapid changes in
society that are emerglng.
The culhrral creatives are a group which shapes US culture

with

the labst ideas. Socioecomonimcally they are defined as middle to upper

middle class, with a male-female ratio of 40:60. They tend to have higher
standards for spirituality, personal developmenf, authenticity, and a higher

toleration for the views of other people than do fraditionalists or modernisB.
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The). are not the group inventing the neur technology; they are the group which
is utiliuing it to respond to problems of the day. Ray believes they have a "one

world" world-viernr of an integrated cultrrre.
What differentiates them from the demographic Ray defines
tlre "Modernists" is the

defending

as

Cultffal Creatives lack of compiling wealth and

it Moderr corporations, goverrunents, and militaries have used

technologtes for wealth and power. ModernisB also have a secular view of the

world and do not subscrihe to "natural" explanations. They prefer to base their
opinions on science and technology. They are loyally standing in lines for the
corporate job promotions despite the corporaE reality of downsizing. Ray
believes most would not understand the cultural creatives' view of the world.
(p. 11)

Itay and other sociologists whose studies result in similar findings
of an emerging culftrre use the term "transmodernism" to describe this one

world philosophy. Transmodernism is defined

as:

...beiogfn something. The possibility of a new culture centers on
reintegration of what has been fragmented by Modernism: selfintegration and authenticity; integration with community and
connection with others around the globe, not just at home;
conrrection with nature and learning to integrate ecology and
economy; and a synthesis of diverse views and traditions,
including philosophies of East and West Thus, lntegrated Culture.

F.4
Ray believes the cultural creatives arrived at this view from the
experiences of their daily lives. They are more likely to be radio listeners or
readers, rather than TV watchers. They participate in the arts in addition to

attending performances. They seek "ttre whole stor5/' or the process behind
products or services. They are often the innovators and opinion leaders for
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knowledgeintensive products such

as

wines or fine food. The), have a desire

for authentic items to be utilized in an authentic wav. For example, the],
purchase older homes than most people of their income level, desiring access

to nature, rvalking and bike paths, and ecological and historic preservation, all

with the intention to recreate a sense of communit"v. (p, 15)
The notion of an experience economy and the implementation of
characteristics of aesthetic modes of thinking are

descriH in the article, which

also ansurers the question of who would participate in the experience economy.

II.

F. Harsard Business Revierv

Cultural Creatives tend to live and rn ork according to their beliefs.
In the Haruard Business Rwinp, November-December issue 1998, there is an
article titled \Mnt Malt*s a Leader?, by psychologist Daniel Goleman that
encourages this. He supporb the concept of experience, and makes poinb

supporting it in his article. The article also addresses the link between business
and aesthetics. This article is a positive step towards the improvement of one's

work life through aesthetics.
The article discusses a study of leadership completed by Goleman
at various companies. He divides the skills of leaders into three categories:

technical skills, cognitive skills, and emotional intelligence. His study shows,

"the higher the rank of a person considered to be a star performer, the more
emotional intelligence capabilities showed up as the reason for his or her
effectiveness." (p, 94) He lisb the emotional intelligence characteristics as selfawareness, self-regulation, motivatior; empathy, and social skill.
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(Appendix

F)6

Of these characteristics, I would like to highlight self-awareness
and empathy. Self-awareness is defined as "ttte abitity to recognize and

understand your moods, emotions, and drives, as well as their effect on ottters."

(p

95) The theory describes hallmarlcs of seH-awareness as self-confidence,

realistic self-assessment, and a self-deprecating sense of humor. The idea of

knowing one's self is shared hy all of our theorists in this thesis.
The article defines empathy as "the ability to understand the

emotional makeup of other people," and "skill in treating people according to

their emotional reactions." (p. 95) The hallmarks of these traits are crosscultural sensitivity, and expentise in building and leading teams. Other
hallmarks are nnentioned rr.ith the qualifier that they should not be approached
from a self-centered stanclpoint, they should emerge from a collaborative ideal.
These hallmarks are experience in truilding and retaining talent, service to

clienb and customers, effectiveness in leading change, and per$uasiveness.
"People with self-arn areness are neither overly critical nor realistically hopeful.
Rather they are honest-with themselves and with others." (p. 96) If the person

were truly a leader these hallmarks would not he used to simply advance the
user's agenda. The leader would use these traib for the best outcome for the
objective and the needs of those involved.

All of the characteristics of emotional intelligence, and their skill
sets, are components of aesthetic education. I enioy the author/s idea that

emotional intelligence is as significant as analytical skills. The article also
supported the theories of the articles from the ]ournal of Aesthetic Education by
agreeing that most "leadership training" courses are not successful.
6

The five components of emotional intelligence at work as described above are defined
Each component also lists its hallmarks or reoognizable traits.

inthis

chart"
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II. G. The. Arr and Leadership

A

Cfrst of

kadws, writhn by Stevan Alburty, follor+'s fourteen

Duke sfudents through their semester long course, "Leadership and the

Arb,"

taught by Dr. Bruce Payne. Payne strongly believes in the link between
leadership and the arts and his course was designed to Each leadership

through art appreciation and participation, He believes participationin the arb

will result in self-illuminatioru Paynds idea of self-illumination

is shared by

the authors of articles in the lourual of Aestlrctic Educafion which support that
self-awareness is the key to gaining an aesthetic education.
By the end of the semester the studenb

will have seen thirty-two

plays, six musicals, nineteen operas, and nine ballets. Payne had the students
attend an all male version, modern dance adaptation
day, and the traditional stagrng of Swrn

Lolre

of

Swffi

l^frfi(E

on their first

their last day. Payne conducts

post-play discussions to help the shrdents find the messages the art is telling

through ftis performance. In both versions of Swmt

Lfrh#

the message is ahout

realizing one's true self. It shows this in the traditional play when the prince
magically transforms from a swan to a man. The same transformation occurs in
the modern version; however, it is presented more sl,rnbolically rather than as
magic. The students are quoEd as having enjoyed the modern version more.

After Paynds course, the studenB have learned to identify the subtle cues of
transformation in performances in addition to "magical" or obvious
transformations. Payne helps the students reach this kind of awareness by
asking them to identify themselves with the shows they see. This process hrings
them closer to understanding themselves. Payne's main purpose for the course
is to learn about one's self by studying someone else. The researcher has been
3E

taught that the best way to learn about one's self is to strrdy someone else. This
is Paynds main purpose for the course. He is quoted as explaining to the
sfudents:
The foolish way is to think that ttrere is a type of ideal leader, and
try to become thaL The smart way is to learn how to be a betEr
Sasha or Natalie or Bruce, and then find out where and how you
can be effective in making change. (p. 245)
The article follows an entire semester of the studenb' involvement and

participation in the arb. By studying other people as performers or characters,
the students

will make comparisons with themselves.
Payne parallels Goleman's philosophy of emotional intelligence.

Pa1,n* refers to

it

as

emotional observation. To Payne this is achieved as one

works to achieve self-awareness:

A more practical view of leadership suggesb that real leaders
have identified and mastered a secret tool: emotional observation.
If you watch people-and by watching them you figure out what
makes them do what they do- you might be able to get them to do
what you want them to do - you might be able to get them to do
something else, something betEr. (p. 242)
This idea of being ahle to interpret a personls reaction or feelings is a popular
leadership theory. Transforrrational Leadership addresses this abitity to adapt
one's leadership style to each followey's needs. Hershey and Blanchard

developed the Situational Leadership model w'ith a structure that facilitates this
process. Both of these established theories have been applied to the leadership

required by the US President or leaders in positions with a broad audience and
concerns. This is mentioned to emphasize that often hierarchical leadership
ideas which were discussed in the introduction of this thesis do not consider the

follower's needs, but these theories do.
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Another article that direcfly references the arts and leadership is a
study surveying British String Quartets, by Keith

J.

Muringham. This study

answers the question, who is the leader of a String Quartet? Quarhts are

commonly comprised of two violins,

a

viola, and a cello, The articles chose

string quarteb
...since they are a unique fonn of a work group in two respects.
First they are self governing, essentially continuing their own
organizatiorU and their task is extremely intense, hing artistic,
immediate, complete, and reciprocally interdependenl (p. 165)

The study focuses on the relationship between the quartef s internal dynamics

and their success as a perfor:urance group.
The thesis statement is that the first violin player would be the
leader of the en^semble and the music since this musician is generally the best

soloist of the group. It should be noted that mastery of an instrument does not
mean the player is a soloist. The tenn soloist is often reserved for players who
have some quality that makes their playing more interesting than anothefs

playing. The conclusions were not what the author hypothesized.
Quarteb that performed together the longest had qualities that
distinguished them from other quartets. One example is, "ttre best quartets ask
each player to have a soloisfs skills but not a soloisf s temperamenl" ( p.

Mn

As in any field, ofEn the people identified with the most talent use their
abilities for influence. In the arts, outbursts or attitudes such as this are
considered "artistic temperament." It is an elegant tenn for an adolescent
temper tantrum.
The observation was made that in addition to temperament, the

groups had a collegial attitude. The first violinist did not dominate the music or
performance. They allowed the proper instrument to lead the music according
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to the score. Often the fust violin considers himself the star and does not allow
the music to determine who should be the featured playgr. This conclusion
arose out of a shrdy of the leader (non-collaborative first violin) vs. democracy

(collaborative) paradox.
The article explored several other paradoxes including second

fiddle vs, group, and confrontation vs. compromise. These comparisons are all
paradox because musicians

ane

a

competitive for the role of the soloisL Words

like compromise and collegial are not always applied to musicians. The sun'ey
included special attention to the second violinist It found that quartets who
hired a second viotinist who did not want to eventually be a first violinist were
more successful.

Confrontation vs. compromise was sun/eyed through the
perspective of the cello players. They were asked if their opinion

\Aras

considered in musical interpretation decisions. The groups who collaborated on
the interpretation in a collegial manner had less conflicL Groups who operated

under the wing of the first violinist had conflicl Several second violirU viola,
and ce.llo players admitted to exerting control through parb of the score while

in a pe.rformance as a way of undermining the authority of the first violin
player. The article concludes that a hierarchical structure of leadership is less
ef;fective than a collegial struchrre.

The last document that

witl

he included in this literahrre review is

a case

study I wrote in 1998. It is an exploration of music and leadership in

study

title{

a

I*adership Crse Study of a Music Director: Tlrc Man, The Myth, TllE

Musicians. The body of this thesis

will reference the work and iB

ideas. The

assignment was to apply a leadership theory to a leader. To do this, the

organization being led had to be discussed. The assignment provided an
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excellent exploration of music and leadership. The case study subject was the

director of an ensemble in which I also perform.
The director chosen for the shrdy leads a twenty-three member
ensemble of an original adaptation of Andrew Lloyd Webber's lesus Christ
Supwstw. The group perforrns under the stage name of IC Superstm. The

fonnation of this ensemble from the initial spark of the idea through the current

fifth year of performances has shaped the leadership skills of this director. He is
viewed primarily ttuough Peter Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership theory
and supplemented by John Keegart's Leadership Mask theory.
The case shrdy maps the organization through Chaos Theory,

focusing on Margaret Wheafle/s apptication

b

organizations inlr-;adership and

the Nan Science and Gleick's observation of chaos theory. Ernest Boreman's

Symbolic Corwergence theory is also applied to the organization. An

exploration of the creation of the organization finds it filled $rith relationships
and connections to the director within the ensemble, to the music, and to the
story of the musical.
The story told

in lesrc Christ Superstar is discussed from a

historical perspective of its performance in the United States. Charismatic
leadership is discussed as it applies to the culhrral exploration of the portrayal
of Supwsfar Jesus compared to the historical Jesus of Nazareth. A study of the
organizationls members and their identi:fication with the characters provides an

insight to the challenges the directsr faces as a leader.
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III. The Director
Leader
(1) Conductor. (Rnrudal, p. aaz)

Conductor
I*ading md coordinating n group of singers and or instrummtalists in a
musical perfwmnnce w relrcmsal. Conducting includes indicating metw
and tempo; signaling drmges in tempo and dynamics; arcing entranas;
adjusting timhral balances; identifying the sour& of Wfotmnnce effors
and lwlping to resolue these; demmding cletr wticulation and
enunciation, frttd, gmerally benring responsibility for tlw colwent
interpretation af musical worls.
A csnductor mny #n)e in an administratioe role and in this cfrpfrcity
rwinns md reuixs tlw membership of tlu orchestra or chorus, xlects
rryrtory and gucst urtists, mtd pwticipates in fund raising and public
relation's

wutt*

(REndEl, p, 1.92)

-The Harvard Dictionary of Music
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In any group setting, Ieadership among the members will unfold.
There can be multiple types of leaders within any group setting, but often we
can see one person rise as the figurehead or spokesperson for the group.

In musical ensemhles, this figurehead is often the director. To the
audience, tttis is the person who arrives last on the stage to conduct the

musicians who have assembled in front of him. He waves his baton controlling
the volume and tempo as he guides the ensemble. To the musicians in the

organizatioru he leads the musical performance on stage. Off stage he serves
the various needs of the ensemble on an artistic, business, and personal level.

As in any organizatioru a leader is expected to carry out a variety of roles. Most
accomptish this with the assistance of other leaders within the organization.
To the musical organization, ttre director represents multiple

faceb of the experience. It is recognized that he is to be followed. Politics and

mititary history serve many examples of leaders carrying multiple roles
according to historian Iohn Keegan.

III. A. Leadershio Mask Theonr
In the Macedonian Army, Alexander The Great served this role
from 335 and 325 BC. Though his anrry was primarily dynastic, he was the head
of a core group of soldiers who in firrn serwed as the first link to the general
mass of soldiers serving in his arury for obligatory nationalistic r€asons. This

group is referred to as "the inner circle." (Keegan, p. 34)
To the organizatioru the director represents multiple facets of the
experience. It is recognized that he is to be followed, but the group or an

individual member can challenge him. ln the Macedonian Army, it was
imperative for Alexander to retain his stattrs by continually out-doing the
efforts of the inner circle in all aspects of performance. This was vital to his
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sustafudng his influence over the organization. He must not have actions that
create doubb of his leadership among the general population of the

organization. For Alexander The Great this meant displaying superiority not

only on the battlefield, but also "in love, in conversatioru in boast and in
challenge..." (Keegan, p. 35) Alexander, in the military, would be challenged by
his highest-ranking officers. For the conductor, his challenges would lie with
the principle memhers of the ensembles. If he were the conductor of an
orchestra, they would be the leaders of the various instrument sections and the
concerfrnaster, who is the first

violinist

with the greatest musical virtuosity.

h

The first violinist is ofEn the player

the military, this would be the person

with the best combat skills. It would be the person other memhers of the
organization respect for his sheer ability. Thus, it is imperative for the leader to
show his abilities as equal or superior to the inner circle to retain its respect
and, thus, the respect of the masses.

In

a

musical ensemble there are key musicians who comprise the

directoy's inner circle. Determining who

will

be a member of the inner circle

includes many factors such as the musician's chosen instrument, their

relationship to the director, or their level of musicianship. Like Alexander, the
director must be respected on multiple fronb for his leadership to he effective.
To a group member, the inner circle is considered the immediate

link to the director for a question or concern. This circle sen/es a role of leader
to the peripheral members of the group by relating to the general members of
the organization on a more pedestrian level. The leader/director is not always
capable of this in order to perform his duties of leader. He must remain isolated
above the group.

To remain isolated he must wear the appropriate mask in any
given situation. This means it is the responsibility of the leader to appear to the
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group with the correct presence to suit the needs of the organization. For
example, Alexander had to wear a mask of bravery even when launching into
dangerous battle, or a compassionate mask for a tragrc evenL The members take

their cues figuratively and literally from the mask of the commander. (Keegaru
p. 11)
The main purpose of the mask is to alleviate all doubt of the

leader's abilities to the general masses. The importance of this to a mititary
organization is imperative, a matter of lifu or death. To non-military leaders, the
mask also provides a symbol of leadership that can instill confidence in the

followers to carry out their assigned tasks.
For a musical director, the masks can switch almost as often as a

wave of the baton. A director must command the attention of the entire
ensemble while the members are playing. Without their full attentioru they

won't be able to play

III.

B.

as

eloquently as a group.

Dia+ond Leadership Theory
The director in the JC Superstar case study has been a performer

all his life. He expressed an interest in music and the fine arb at a young age
and had participated in musical ensembles for as long as he could rememher.
As a musiciarU he began as a percussionist, but his talenb now extend to

trumpet, keyboards, gurtar and vocals. In addition to his talenb playing
instruments he is also a composer.
This director was involved extensively with several rock bands in
the Twin Cities. He wrote music and lyrics, alone and with other band
members, he negotiated for performances, performed, produced publicity

materials, and arranged public relations opportunities. Each of these tasks
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required a different mask to be worn. He had to deal with

a

variety of people in

music and outside of music.
Each of these bands were vehicles for fornring and executing the

director/s visions. OfterU originat visions for these groups would be revised
based on the reaHties of the band members. For example, tours might not be
possible due to workloads or family obligations. Members would reorganize

the goals of the ensemble. Most of these groups faded Hrith time or band
members' atEntion were diverted by otlrer projects. Keegan's Leadership Mask
theory was present in the leadership the director exhibited in these bands. The
various roles, from perforurer to administrator, required the director to adapt
his demeanor and communication to the group or individual he was

addressing. All this provided learning situations in which the director could
learn his leadership role as the director of /C Suprstw.

The Tlnw:A

The Diamond I-eadership theory by Peter Koestenbaum provides
an excellent framework for revieuring this directo/s leadership. This theory is

fairly simple at its core. Leadership for Koestenbaum is a quest to fulfi[ing your
true self. Leadership is all encompassing in our lives. It touches work, family,
social responsihility, and financial security. A leader must possess four central
components: vision, reality, ethics, and courage. The leader on a professional,
social, psychologrcal, and philosophical level encounters each of these

components. (Appendix G)7 I found that the directoy's role assumed several
characteristics of the Koestenbaum Diamond Leadership theorf; these were in
the areas of visioru etldcs, courage, and reality. It is important to note that the
In tlre Diamond Ixaderstrip theory, the components are drawn in a circle since they often have
overlapping characteristics. Each of these components must the,n be apiptied to four different aspects of a
leader's life.

'
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theory and the leadership components are something a leader would strive for

all of his ltfe, and they can continually be improved. Koestenbaum does not
claim that a leader can be equally skilled in all components of the model, of
course; still, a leader must practice all components and continue to expand

skills. Each component is a milestone in his

hHong

quest of becoming a leader.

III. a. Vision
When the director was asked the questior; "how did /esus Chffist
Supwstm happen?" his answer has several layers. First, he discussed attending

musical perforrrances that were touring through Minneapolis. As he enjoyed
these shows he noted that the performers were his age and did not possess

exEaordinary talents that he or other Twin Cities musicians did not also
possess. There was no doubt to the director that he

would be able to perform

and tour just like the performers in these Broadway shows. He also felt
somewhat critical of them. The fuIl staging of these musicals with costumes,
sets, and marked stage direction created a division between the audience and

the music. He preferred greater involvement and connection between the

performer and the audience through

a

traditional rock band stage

configuration. If you eliminated the costumes and the sets, toned down the

lighting, and put all of the performers on the stage, the experience for the
audience and the performers would be more complete. If the music was

perforured in a venue that allowed people to

sit

stand or dance, more

interactions between the musicians and the audience would occur, versus bei.g
seated in a theater. This idea was also confirmed in a theater review of lesus

Christ Surystar in1971:
Superstar is really more an oratorio than an opera- a
notion that was reinforced when I saw the present
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production in which microphones are passed about
that cue for each participanfs number - and it might
make a bethr impression if presented say, in a
stadium by singers who did not have to pretend
that they were enmeshed in a cohesive drama.
(Richardsoru

p.34

As a leader, this kind of visioning is essential to the vision component of
Koestenhaum's theory. "Creative people have new ideas, new insights, new

intuitions that come virtually from nowhere." (p. 84).
According to Koestenbaum's theory, "vision is not so much what
you think

as

it ishout you ttrink" ( p. &t) From a professional Perspective

of the

vision component, the director was focusing on a way to bring this product to

a

broader audience. From a philosophical level he was awiffie of his musical
abitities and the potential perforrning experience they could bring not only for

him, but also for an entire cast of performers.
The second part of the director/s vision of /esus Clffist Superstm

was during a band rehearsal. The members were

u11

ssaialiaing and discussing

what Wpe of projects they would like to perforur next. Though several claim to
be the visionaries of this ide+

it is clear from obsenrations and conversations

with ensemble members that the directoy's leadership was essential to the
launching and continuation of this efforl Several members had discussed

performinglesw Christ Supwstar for their own enjoyment on Sunday mornings.
The director moved the idea from Sunday mornings just for fun to performance
venues in the Twin Cities. Once it was decided to move forward and make this

vision a reality, the organization began to form. Keeganls theory of the leadey's
inner circle was horn into this organization. The circle contained two
instrumentalists and one vocalisL We have discussed the inifial vision of

performing an original version of lesus Christ Superstm. Once the transcription
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of the music began by the members of the inner circle, the director assumed an

adminisEative role. This inctuded finding rehearsal space and the means to
fund

it A larger aspect of his administrative role was the coordination of the

ensemble that was essentially a group of volunteers. Most musical proiects are
begrrn

with no means or guarflntee of paymenb. Therefore, the ensemble

members were making personal sacrifices to athnd rehearsals and learn their

parb. This does not provide the director the typical leverage of withholding
cash

if a prescribed iob is not fulfilled. Knowing ttds and beiog familiar with the

motivation of musicians, ttre director would have to rely on the ensemblds
dedication and passion for the project to motivate them to remain committed to
the projecL

III. b. Couraqe
Koestenbaum states that "courage does not avoid anxiety and

guilt but uses them constructively." He also discusses one's ability to endure
risk

as a

key component to having courage. (p. 92-93)
The director monitored the progress of the rehearsals and made a

judgment call that they would be ready for their first performance in April and
booked Good Friday as the premier. This was quite an example of risk taking
since the ensemble was not ready for performance when this was confirmed.

A

musical group builds its performance level at each rehearsal. At the time the
performance was confirmed the ensemble was like a frame that had

ib

sides

leaning on one another. The nails had yet to be added to the beams to make

it

secure. The nails the ensemhle needed were rehearsals. The director accepted

this risk of scheduling a performance in part hecause he knew that the talent of
the ensemhle, combined urith the adrenaline of a performance, and each

participanfs own passion for the musical score, would make ttte event a
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success. He recollecB times of

worry even minutes before the performance

when the eruemble was rehearsing the overture because it was not stable.
Courage was displayed simpty by his wanting to conduct this
ensemble in the first place. Conducting may not appear to be complex to an
audience but it is. Conducting is an aspect of the language of music that is
spoken through symbotic physical gestures comprehended by the ensemble

being led. The director is usually familiar with basic conducting techniques, but
according to some ensemble members this one \ffas not really proficienL So iust
conducting this performance was a challenge of its own. Most conductors

would begrn by leading just instrumentalists or vocalists and then the whole
group together. From the beginning this director had to conduct both groups
together.

This leads us to another aspect of courage that should be
recognized. The director accepted the fact that he might look foolish to his
peers. He knew that some members of the ensemble had greater conducting

experience than he

hafl

so errors

would be recognized. But he opened himseH

to criticism from his peers by assuming the role of conductor and for this he

should be commended. However, he was not oblivious to the audiences' view
of the conductor; they held him in high esteem. Koestenbaum might view this
as a

leader's ability to stand alone, separate from the crowd. (p. 93) He also

acknowledges that this creates distance between the leader and the followers
that can be painful. Keegan accepts and values this distance through his helief
that a leader must perform above and loeyond that of his constituenB to retain

their respecL Keegan and Koestenbaun agree that a leader will feel distant from
his followers.
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III.

c. Ethics

Koestenbaum's definition of ethics has several aspecb. He views

it primarily

as

"people matter to you." He expands this to include knowing

your own character, being of serrrice to others, mentoring, and recognizing
power

a$ a

tool for positive impacts (p. 89),

What stands out the most in this component to me is the

following idea: "In life, it is necessary to find something worthy to which one
can make an unconditional commitmenL" (p. 91) The director/s commitment to

his vision did not eliminate his concern for the members of the ensemble on a
personal level. He recognized that each performer was making sacrifices to
participate. He also recognized that each performer uras following their own

vision and seeking fulfillment through the ptqecl This sensitivity neafly falls
into Koestenbaum's belief that service is love, which is ethics. (p. 91)
The director/s leadership of the organizaflon improved as the

project evolved. We have cited that his push to begin the project, conduct, and
administrate the project moved him into a leadership position. What confinns
to the researcher his ability to lead the organizatiorL is his ability to remain true
to his principles. His expectations were set by example. During the past year of

performances there were issues of individuals not attending or not arriving
prepared for rehearsals. This tested the director/s principles and leadership
skills. His credibility within the group allowed him room to address each

individual and reach a compromise that satisfied himself, the ensemble, and the
offender.

q?

III. d. ReafiF
This component stands in contrast to vision by focusing on facts.

It is the thinking component rather than the feeling componenb of vision and
ethics. (p, 86)
Even as the directoy's vision danced \Mithin his mind he was

aware of what *ind of talent and resources he would need to make ]C Superstar
tangible. As he discussed the possibility of producing this proiect with the irurer
circle he saw the necessary parb fafling into place. He also kept a mental
checklist of what was missing.
This past summer the reality component was one of the most

prominent when a scheduled perforrnance was canceled. This was a test of the
directoy's abitity to handle the true facts of business. Ensemble members

pointed blame at each other and the director. He managed the blaming welL
but also faced the reality that members might resign. Still he remained
commitEd to the vision of the project, and did not fluctuate in his ideas of what
was needed for the project to continue. Two members resigned, but the director
saur this as a necessary part of growttu He has not heen afraid of change and is

quite capable of adapting his leadership to changes on the business side, the
musician side, and the social side.

III.

e, Theory Results

Through the Koestenbaum leadership theory and Keegart's mask
theory we have seen that this director has seen a vision brought to fruition and
has created a new vision. He has expressed his vision of the future of the

ensemble and is aiming for far more than a few local performances each year.
The success of this vision has of course created new challenges for him as
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leader. He must continue to motivate and inspire others. He must continue to
see the

potential they have to excel as performers. He may also need to begin

distancing himself from the ensemhle to retain their respecL This would prove
especially difficult since the ensemble contains many of his close friends. It is
amazing to the researcher that this next vision is being pursued without a
guarantee of financial rewards. This fact alone easily solidifies the director/s

leadership of the ensemble.
The ensemble is an interesting phenomenon in and of itself. Its

evolution and progress will he examined to provide

a

broad view of the

dynamics the director faced in his role as leader and to provide a look at
leadership within a group setting.
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IV, Ensembles

prformus who pfiorm togethw, wltetlwr
instrumnrtalists, singrs, or sofite combination, e.g. fr string ntsemble,
m ewly music anxmble. (2) Tlw degree to whidr E group of yrform*s
prforms utith apprapriate balance and well-coordinated wticulatim;
(1) A group

of

thus n group tttfry be said to
(Ranilel, p.288)

yrfwm with good ffi potr Wfurtnfince.

- The Harvard Dictionary of Music
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Musicians and rehearsals are an interesting phenomenon. When

twenty-three people are arriving and preparing to rehearse in

a

warehouse

space there is an amazing amount of chaos and order cohabitating in the trcnzy.

The eventual balance of the two is reached when sound check is complete and

the director raises his hand to conduct the first notes. I{hile his hands are
poised, the room is suspended in anticipation for the sound from the first pitch
to begin ringing in the ears of the musicians. At this moment chaos and order
have collided and balance is buoyant in the air. When the director's hand is

lowered and the first pitch sounds, ttre balance tips while the struchrre of the
music propels laterally and chaos erupts in a frenzy of sound.

IV. A, Chaos Theory
Idargaret Wheafley has applied the principles of chaos theory to

organiational structure. By doing this Wheatley has embraced the disarray that
is often displayed in organizations as a necessary and healthy part of

organizational development Chaos theory proves that balance is a combination
of chaos and order. Both elemenB are present in most life situations.
Examples of chaos and order are apparent in such simple

structures as broccoli. No two heads of broccoli look exactly the same even
though each head is comprised of the same tiny repetitive pattern. (Wheafley,
p. 82) Another example is weather patterns where chaos study was born.
Simulated weather patterns with repeating standard variables produce

different outcomes from those anticipated when simulated on computer. It is
easy to understand that many uncontrollable variables can shift a weather

pattern in reality. For example, Lorenz's Butterfly Effect theory is the belief that

minute fluctuations in patterns can create huge changes. (Gleich p. 18) The

hutterfly flapping its wings makes slight variations to the wind patterns. The
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varied wind patterns then effect the amount of moisture swept into the au; and
thus a weather pattern not predicted occurs. However, the computer simulation
of weather patterns should be free of such fluctuations as a butterfly's wings

and should produce predictable outcomes. Instead, Lorenz found that his
computer-simulated patterns were creating thunderstorms and tornadoes out
of sunny days. Chaos was present even among Lorenz's controlled variables.
Chaos and order are present among groups of people, too.
By learning to accept both elements, order and chaos, an

organization can find balance, or if they prefer, they can call balance "chaordic,"
a term that marries chaos and order in a complimentary mix

without

relinquishing the presence of chaos as something unacceptable. (Appendix

FI)E

In an organization that accepts chaos theory, one would find a tolerance of
unpredictable outcomes, an encouragement of experimental behaviors and the
acceptance of the fact that a rehearsal can proceed

with an instrument missing.

Even if another person doesn't play a specific instrument that

happeru to be missing, others can play the notes for that instrument on their
own. For example the keyboardist can play a bass line or cue entrances a

guitar might have that lead the group into the next section of the music. In
many organizations when a person is missing progress slows or ceases. This

abitity to mobilize a skill set and appty it to a secondary function allows for an
organization to continue working, or rehearsing, despite disturbances in the
normal workflow. Musical rehearsals contain many of the characteristics of a
chaordic organization. In this section we now need to look at communication,

*

Chaos theory application to organizations ctmrt shows how the science of chaos theory can lead to
leadership. A component of the scientific theory zuch as complexity heyond understanding is paired with
a metaphor, in case the metaphor is weather patterns. The third column then applies the metaphor to a
parallel aspect of leadership such as facilitating a learning organization fui organizatioq which displays
the leadership components, is quite possibly a chaordic organization.
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energy and relationships as these relate to chaos theory and music
organizations.

fV. a, Co_mmunication
Communication is the exchange of information. The formation of
this organization began with a constant exchange of information. "Information
is the fundamental ingredient, the key source of stnrcflrration.

- the process of

creating strtrcture." (Wheatlep p. 88)
Referring back to Iftegan's idea of the inner circle, communication
is directed back and forth between leader and ensemble through this mediating

group. This has been true in most ensembles in which I have performed. With
the Minnesota Ctroral I had the opporhrnity of observing such communication.
The chorale \Mas singing the vocal part for Cmmina Burana in a comhined effort

with the Minnesota Orchestra. Outside of rehearsal the choral conductor and
the orchestra conductor conferred on the interpretation of the score. Both
rehearsed with their respective ensembles according to these discussions. Here

I

found that a choral member would first direct their questions to section leader+
the section leaders would then approach the director, and the director would

approach the orchestra conductor, if necessary.

Ooly section leaders would meet with the director, forming this
irurer circle. This small group did not simply obtain scores, distribute music,
and perform the piece. They consulted one another, and determined which
voices within their section were appropriate for chords that required them to

divide the group into smaller groups.

It also happened that the director allowed room for the inner
circle's ideas, the inner circle allowed room for the rest of the ensemble's ideas
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and in this way the leadership skitts of this whole organization were allowed to

form.

IV. b. E+elgv
In this case energy grew in the early days of the ensemble as new
members were recruited into the organization to perform various instrumental
and vocal roles. As the number of musicians collaborating on the score
increased, more information was being generated. "As long as there are senders

and receivers linked together in a context,

fertlity

abounds...the greatest

generator of information is chaos.- (p. 86 Wheafl*y) So too here: the information
exchange was creating struchrre.

Wheatley suggests that organizations in fluctuation often lack
communication or a sharing of information. Sending and receiving of

information huilds relationships and creates strucfure. As our ensemble
formed, new relationships were made and shared communication produced
increasing energy.

During

a rehearsal schedule

energy often begins to fade from

members who have lost enthusiasm for the project or feel they need more

monetary compensation for their efforb. Since musical organizations so

prominently display characteristics of a chaordic organieation this is not
uncommon. "Dissipative sfructures...dissipate their energy in order to recreate
themselves into new forms of organization." (Wheatlep p. 88) In 1998 when

I

entered the /C Suyrstw organization in the case study the structure was well on

ib way towards dissipating. But through the leadership of the director and key
members of the organizatioru the organization did not reach entropy or

dissipate into new projects. As Wheafley predicb, "...self organizing or self
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renewing systems have as their distinguishing feature system resiliency rather
than stability." (Wheatlep p. 88) After evaluation by the director, the
organization entered a period of self-renewal. Several concerns arose which
hecame a hrning point for the organization on its path to self-renewal. These

concerns provided the opporhrnity for the director's leadership to grow.
The intent is not to find the one variable or set of variables that
will allow us to assert control. This has always been an illusion
anyway. Rather, intent becomes one of understanding movement
based on a deep respect for the web of activity and relationships
that comprise the system. Physicist David Peat terrns this 'genfle
action...involving extremely subtle actions that are widely
distributed over the whole system.' The intent is not to push and
pull, but rather to give forur to what is unfolding. (Wheafley,2\7720}

As

descriH previously, musical

ensembles contain many of the

characteristics of chaordic organizations on several levels, the third

characteristic being relationships.

IV. c. Relationships
My case study descrihes the relationship of the organization
during its formation The initial concept of IC Superstar and the recmiting of
members were based on social relationships that already existed within the

group. Now,

as the score was

being refined and new information was being

exchanged, members' relationship to the vision of performhg IC Superstar had
a new layer of ties. By contributing to the tran:scription of instrumental

paffi,

this group had another level of relatioruhip beyond a social one. They had a
common voice spoken through the musical score. Through their exchange of

information and communication a physical stmcture was created. A point of
balance and a symbol of the organization were achieved upon completion of
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the musical score. This provided the social relationship of the group to extend

into an independent culture.

IV. B. Symbolic ConverEence Tlrsory
Communications theorist Earnest Bormann suggests that small
cultures are created through shared fantasy. His theory believes that grouPs
hond through the sharing of stories and experiences. The creation of the IC
Superstar score and the public performances nrere cnrcial elemenE that

provided a realization of group cohesiveness for this organization Common
visions of these events created images and language that were specific to the

group. "They interpreted some aspect of their experience in the same way." (p,
104.) The ability of a group to do this is the creation of symbolic convergence.

According to Bor:rrann:
Symbolic convergence explains how people come to share enough
symbolic ground to take part in logical negotiation processes to
achieve co-orientation and also explains how individuals come to
share a common sentiment or emotional involvement and
commitment to symbols. (p. 102)

A basic indicator of symbolic convergence is found in the humor of the group.
Groups sharing symholic convergence often share "inside jokes," jokes that are

only funny to those who know why and how the incidence being reminisced is
funny. For example, members of the case study ensemble who experienced

a

usharlqy's," find humor in the mention of the
series of mistakes at a venue called

establishmenfs name. The name coniures "sentiment or emotional involvemenf'
of that evening of IC Superstar evenb.
The most notable symbol of this organization is the score. The

organization had created a shared vision of the ]C Superstar performance and
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watched it materialize into the score. However, like any true dissipative
structure, the score and the organization would continue to evolve and find
themselves seeking balance out of chaos.

In the researcher's experience with The Minnesota Chorale,

a

common miscommunication occrured. The directors had given dtfferent

direction to their ensembles on the interpretation of a few measures.
Faced T\dth amplifying levels of disturbance, these {dissipated
structures) possess innate properties to reconfigure themselves so
that they can deal with new inforuratiotL.. ffieafley, p. 88)

The chorale was asked to adjust their score, but the orchestra would not change

their score. The passage in question had less vocal challenges opposed to
instrumental changes. Many vocalists were upset at this change since their
rehearsal pattern had been altered. Once the change was made and performed

in a rehearsal, it uras easy to see how important the small change was to the
perfornrance.

IV. C Rehearsals
Rehearsals were the next plafform for disturbances. Rehearsals

require all three of the chaordic organization characteristics we have discussed;
communication, relationships and energy.
Before any music is played at a rehearsal, each musician has to

prepare herself and her instrument. This includes checking her instrument,
setting it-up, warming up, and working with the sound tech to balance their
sound urith the rest of the ensemble. No one is wandering around asking what
is her job. In order for the ensemble to produce music, the skills of the

musicians must be compatible. In the case study the skill level of each musician
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has been developed for years. It is an organization
a particular

fuIl of experts, or leaders, of

instrument Conflict during rehearsals often stems from differing

personality or professionalism levels of the musicians that are not as develoPed
as the

instrumental skills.
In Bormann's definition of symbolic convergence theory he used

the terur "co-orientation." This process is an accurate definition of the purpose

or goals of a musical rehearsal. Borrnann states that co-orientation involves

'individuals who bring their unique orientations begin to coordinate their
meanings." (p, 102) In a musical rehearsal each musician b'rings a unique

orientation to the rehearsal since they are interpreting the score through their

individual instrument A guitar player has a dtfferent view of the score from

a

chorus member.

Bormann quotes theorists Harris and Cronen (1979) that "co-

orientation and coordination are successfully achieved to the extent that the
system's meaning are accurately perceived, negotiated, and agreed upon." (p.
102) If the score is the system, then a rehearsal provides the forum for it to be

perceived by each musiciar! negotiate how the parts should fit together, and
reach agreement of what the performance

will sound like. Much of this is done

at the subconscious level, but negotiations and interpretations of the score

happen continually even after several years of performances. Musicians do this
by payrng attention to each other during the performance.
Bormarut quotes theorist ]ohnson

$9m

uthat co-orientation is a

learning process and that people watch others and pick up cues from their
re$ponse patterns that they use for co-orientation purposes." (p, 103) Watching

for a cue is a physical act that musicians do during a performance by listening
to the music or watching the director for a signal or cue. It tells a musician to

begin or end plaFn& or the cue signals a change in tempo, sound dynamics, or
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preparation for a musical change. This exchange of cues and coordination of the
score feeds from the energy of the musicians and the music itself.
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V. Performing
Perfonnance Practice -Tlw conauttions and knowledge that enable a
perfornts to teate a yrfonnfrfica All notation requires an informed
reader for it's realization, md thtts all notation is fundnmmtally
incomplete. ln this respect, yrformance practice is equully importmt in
tmitten and oral musical traditions.
(Randell, p. 62a)

- The Hanrard Dictionary of Music
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Before an ensemble can perfornt they must rehearse. Whether
there are two or 20O musicians rehearsal set-up is chaordic. A rehearsal has

people tuning their instr. uments, deterrrining where to sit or stand, arranging
pages of the music score, checking microphones and amplifiers to balance the

output of the sound and a plethora of other activities. It is a frenzy of energy
and activity that viewed collectively looks purely chaotic. Yet, rehearsal set-up
resembles a linear system. Its capacity to be recreated repetitively and to obtain
the same outome each time the music is perforured, makes it a chaord-ic

structure. A musical rehearsal is an "understanding of the relationship between
things which interact" (Michae1s, p. 1) Balance is achieved by allowing each

tndividual to prepare for the initial sweep of the director's baton. What an
audience hears as effortless musical sounds begins with the written language of

music theory.

V..& Music

and Ctraos
Music itself is highly structured and mathematical. The question

we can pose is, how does chaos theory, the study of nonlinear systems, apply to
such a linear system as music? The answer is simple; no two musical

performances sound alike. The same notes are played by the same skilled
musicians, yet fluctuations in the sound and tempo occur. Wheatley might
explain this through the phenomenon of fractals.
Fractals are...complex by virhre of their infinite detail and unique
mathematical properties (no two fractals are the same), yet they're
simple because they can be generated through successive
applications of simple iterations. (p. 114)
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Fractals, like music, are mathematical properties. No two perforrrances sound
the same even though the music and musicians haven't changed. No two

fractals are the same even though properties that create them are identical. Both
music and fractals are created out of simple mathematical iterations. Appendix

I contains images of fractals to enhance our understanding of them visually.
Music can enhance our understanding of them aurally.
Music is highly structrrred and linear in its mathematical or

writEn configuration. When the terrr linear appears in this paper it is
synonymous with stmcture. This point should be clarified since music is
constmcted and viewed both laterally (linear) and horizontally (Appendix

J ).e

However, the performer and audience on several other levels in addition to
sight experience music. Aurally speaking, "discord" or sounds that make us

wince during a performance are a familiar example. The experience of hearing
discord opens the door to the application of chaos theory to the structure of
mu$rc.

The word discord is based on music theory. Let me explain this

further within the concepts of consonance and dissonance. Musical

scores

contain chords. Chords are two or more pitches sounded simultaneously.
When two or more sounds occur simultaneously or one after the other we

interpret them

as consonant

or dissonant, stable or unstable. To our ears, a

consonant sound is one that does not require resolution. This means we do not
sit in anticipation waiting for another note to follow the last one.
For example, in the song Mwy Hnd A Littla Lartb, if you were to

only sing, "its fleece was white as" and stop, your mind would automatically
on the notes of her specific Part The
score is read vertically so the musician knours what relationship her note has to her fellow musisians.
Reading the score ocflus rapidly as the music is played. Eventually, the musisian memorizes her part and
its relationship to the other notes create a fluid performance.

' The music soore is read horizontally if a musician is concerfrating
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sing "snornr." By stopping at the word " as" we crleate dissonance, a need to
complete what was beguo. The need to "finistt'' the song is the need to

"resolve- the pikhes and thus, reach consonance. Consonance and dissonance
occur on three levels: mathematical, acoustical and psycho-acoustical, and as

contextual (the relationship of the notes to one another) phenomena. (Randel, p.

En
Regardless of the level at which they occur, the outcome is for
dissonance to lead to consonance, thus providing us with an example of chaos
(dissonance), leading to order (consonance). This phenomenon occurs

in

organizations in times of change where \^/e are concenred with "conflicf' and

"resolution."
Stepping further back from a few notes in consonance and
dissonance, we can examine larger sections of the musical score. Instruments

udth a deeper or lower sound can be used to express darker emotions such

as

anger, fear, or anxiety. This can be done with a tuba, string bass, trombone,

tympani or other bass instrumenl In Opera the bass voice is often the villain

while the higher tenors voice the hero or lover. Higher instruments such as flute
and violin can express excitement, or happiness. Composers select instruments

for

a

variety of reasons, one being what the irutrument will "sat'' to the

audience during that particular section of the music.

V. a. Communic.fltion in Performing
Communication is the exchange of information. Music being
perfor:ned is a constant exchange of information. "Infonnation is the
fundamental ingredient, the key source of stmcfuration - the process of creating

structure." (Wheatley, p. 88) Music's strucfure, as discussed above, is highly
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linear and chaotic. Let us take a closer look at the basis of music from the

viewpoint of communication.
The music "

staff

is the five lines the notes sit on or above. A note

sib on the tines or in the spaces between the lines. Some notes sit way below or
above the staff depending on their "pitch." Pitrh is the level of the sound

referred to by the note. Each line and $pace of the staff represenb a dtfferent

pitch. By placing

a note on the second

line, ttre musician knows what pitch to

sing or p1ay.

ff more than one instrument or voice is perfonnin& the staff
have more than one note. If a pianist accompanies a singer, the music

will

will show

what note the singer should sing and what note the accompanist should play. If
the notes are to he played together they $rill be drawn parallel and vertical to
one another. Two notes sounding together at the same time form a "chord." A$
stated earlier, when sounded together they

will have consonance or dissonance.

Music theory takes this chord of two notes even furttrer. First
there

is "tempo," a unit of time dictating

the duration the note should be

sounded. Second there are "dynamics," forte meaning loud or pimo meaning
sofL Both tempo and dynamics are identtfied within the score. However,

understanding the theory of the notes does not mean the musician can precisely
play the note. That is something one can achieve through practice or, for some/
through a natural ability. "Musicianship" is a combination of one's
perforrnance ahility and one's theoretical understanding. There are many
musicians who have poor musicianship skills hecause they can play music, but
can't comprehend the theory that construcb the score. In a sense this is

"playing by

eat'' ,

or heing musically illiterate.

How does this relab to communication? The score identifying
two notes for the pianist and the vocalist are one link in a communication chain
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between them. Both must listen to each other to make the notes perform

simultaneously. As the music progresses more and more notes are performed
together; some also serve as a cue for another musician to join the first player.
This provides a continual exchange of inforuration among the musicians.
Wheatley also examines the word information- If we look at the two words "in"
and "formation" we see the latter as the basis of structure, formation. Once a
stmcture is achieved the matEr it is composed of can change and fluchrate as
more inforrnation is introduced. "Information is unique as a resource because of

ib capacity to generate itself." (Wheatley, p. 105)
What happens between some performers is a subconscience
connection. In many situations when you have worked with someone intensely

for an extended period of time you can anticipate what that person will do next.
There are some musicians who "clicld' like that the first time they rehearse
together. I have had one accompanist who could anticipate my mistakes. He
was so in hrne to my signals that he could cover them up and create the
appearance of a flawless performance. When asked how he accomplished this
he claimed to be drawn to subtle changes in my voice and body language; his

attention would automatically focus on me while his actual playing would fall
to the back of his mind. Observers of the performance never noticed the
slightest hesitation by either performer/ nor did they identify any errors.
Communication tike that is rare in any field. This is what Wheatley was

referring to when she discussed the ability for information to change and
restructure.

Communication also exists between each perfonner and the music
itsetf. When performing, I am aware of what every other person is playing. I am

not aware of the exact identity of the note such as an a, f, or g or the exact chord
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strucflue it is in, but I am aware of how it is fitting together. There is an
awareness of the movement of the music as a whole.

In chaos theory we have fractal+ wildly spinning phenomena that
occur out of repetitive patterns in science that are a visual example of the

energy that flows among the musicians at a rehearsal. (Wheatley, p. 114 ) If we
could freeze a performance in mid-note and ffrink of what is occurring the effect

would be fractals. This oneness of sound would appear to be a solid mass/ yet if
you looked closely it would burst into fractals. "Here the simple iteration in
effect tiberahs the complexity hidden w'ittdn it, giving access to creative

potential." (Wheafley, p 11a) The bass parb

a singey's voice, a

drum beat, are all

fractals if you consider the plethora of information passing through the mind of
the performer during each note. The experience is so multidimensional and

requires such expertise that often while performing the mind feels like the

vibrations of the sound in one moment are rattling iL Or, in the next moment
instinct takes over and the mind togs noEs about what to do the next time the
previous musical phrase is performed or how refreshing a beverage would be
soon.

What is ofEn exciting about a musical performance is knowing
that this organized sound is actually made up of so many parts working in
perfect sync. The sound is stmcfured and the notes are so exact, but the life of
the sound is a frenzy of vibrations that are fonning fractals long after the last
notes are played. The experience is consumtng. Contributing to this creation of
waves is very powerful. There is little hesitation to make an entrance, the

musician wildly anticipates her enEance into a section of music. The physical
symptoms of this excitement raise the heartbeat and quickly pump blood

through the veins leaving the musician keenly aware of her surroundings, but

with a sense of peace and increased sensory perception. What

else could
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influence the prusuit of a ttfe of poverty in order to spend your days

performing?

V. b. Enerry
The goal of a perforrner is a puformance that is as moving to the
audience as it is to the musicians perfonning it. Perfection of the notes and the

execution of the notes with precision have a Echnical sound if the group hasn't
risen to the next level of rrelating the notes to the emotions they bring each

musician.
What non-musiciarrs cannot understand is the sub-conscience

thought and experience of each musician

as

they move through the music.

Music is a linear and rigrd stmcture as much as it is free and ever changing; but
musicianship, what an individual does with this technical forur in performance,
is what we think of as arh The music lives, it is energy as it is played. It passes

from musician to instrument and is combined to forrn the sounds of the
performance. Audiences are drawn as much to the energy and connections
between the music and its performer as to the melody.

Y. c. Relationships
Relationships within a chaordic organization were discussed
earlier

in

this paper. Musicians know their individual parts and understand

that rehearsal is about the joining of those parb in sync or relationships as the
notes are played. Relationships in a musical ensemble are aPparent at various
levels. Often members have a professional rapport so there is a relationship as
colleagues. The musical score itself is about timing, k*y signatures, and the

relation of notes to a beat. The relationship between the notes played together
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in a snippet of the perforurance has a logical and mathematical reason for
occurring at that momenl
Earlier we also discussed the concepE of consonance and
dissonance. When "discord" rings in our ears, it is a signal frrat something is not

righL Most organizations do not have the luxury of this audible sign of discord,
however. An employee who arrives laE and unprepared to a meeting creates
discord and stress among his co-workem ftat is observed and felt by the stress
caused inside of them. A musician who arrives at a rehearsal

with music

unlearned will meet a frustrated ensemble if his lack of preparation slows the
progress of the group. The expectations of the memhers in the group are

extremely higtr It is acknowledged ttnt we all make occasional mistakes, hut in
music perfuction in playrng the nohs is only part of a perforrnance. The real
goal is to give an incredible performance.

V. B. $Il]Fctrronv
If dissonance is our way of luaring conflict, ure can address foling
conflict through rhythm. If we pose the question, do melodies come from

rhythm or do rhythms came from melodies, the discussion and conclusion
could be dehated several ways. For the researrher, the answer is found on the
side of rhythm.

Edward T. Hall, rnBeyond Culture, describes a sfudy conducH
by one of his studenE. This sttrdent observed a group of children on the
playground. At first the student noted the children to move in a group similar
to a flock of birds. After much obs€rvation the student observed that one child

in particular wa$ a bit faster in her rhythm than the other children. Her pace
wa$ setting the pace for the other children The collective group was moving
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like a flock of birds ted hy this child, slowing and quickening their play to her
rhythm.
What this study showed was synchrony. The concept of
synchrony should not be confused with non-verbal cues or as something that is
obsenrable to the untrained eye. It is pathrns of movement that occur between

individuals. The children on the playground did not designate the girl as their
leader. It is quite possihle that no one passing by the playground would have

noticed her lead. Synchrony is generally not observahle without exEruive
obsenration. Hall says this about his studenf s shrdy of synchrony:
The process is not easy to understand, because most of us are too
used to dealing with second, third or fourth-generation
communication systems such as language and writing. My
student had identtfied the source where the writEn music that
geb composed and played came from. I am sure ttrere will be
composers who will know exactly what I am talking about just as
there will be those who won't because they have been taught to
look to the other musicians for their music and to disregard the
ocean of rhythm in which they are immersed in everyday [ife."

(p.n)
Synchrony is the beat of life. There is a song rvith the following lyrics:

'Oh

the

rfuthm of life is a poutwful

beat

Puts a tingle in your fingtrs and a tingle in your feet

Rhythm on the insifu, Rhythm on tln street
and the rlrythm of lif* is a poutwful bent.*

There is a second verse that evenfually should be sung at the same time in a

round:

To

feel tlw rhythm of life,

To

To

ful

To

feel the poutrful beat,

thc tingle in your frngus

feel the tingle in yow feet.
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The rhythm of each verse is writhn with syllables foruring a beat pattern- The

lines almost sing themselves. A melody just forms out of them. Synchrony is the

rhythm the songwriter was hearing

as he composed those verses.

When once asked to change music score notations while singtng

in the Minnesota Chorale, I noticed that the change enhanced the performance.
Not all performances are pleasant to the audimce. There are many reasons for
this, but Hall would define it as the following:
When one encounters an art forur or style one does not like or
finds repulsive, four things are possihle: The artist may have done
a poor job in capturing the perception or the rhythm; he may be
representing an unconventional aspect of behavior or perception
(Mondrian's portraib of the visual corEx of the brain) or he may
have a style that is unfamiliar; he may be expressing a dissociated
aspect of hehavior, which makes everyone uncomfortable; or he
may be foreign and be presenting us with an unfamiliar pattern to
which we do not "vibrate," There are other reasons, of course,
such as poor technique, incomplete text or message, incongruities
between levels, etc. When one thinks of the number of things that
can go wrong, it is a wonder that artists succeed at 411." (p. 80)

HalI is explaining here why $ome people enjoy Country music while others find

it painful to endure, There are deep reasons \ dthin our own rhythmic patterns
as to

why we enjoy one form of music over another.
One could apply this theory not only to music, but also to

Ieadership. The charismatic leader almost casb a spell on his followers. In

charismatlc leadership it is difficult to identify the specific reason why the
leader "grabs" or "charrrs" you. Quite often the follower is not able to identify

why they are so intrigued by this leader and willing to follow his or her lead.
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Could it be

a

connection on a subconscious level that they are both caught in

synchrony?
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VI. Sociology of Music
The systematic study af tlrc relationship befiffien music and

W

of rnqutry ffie frs uwied as the
society*questions tlmt frrise fu this
ailtures uniler inwstigatiott. C,enrf,l conwrns incluile tlw
detrmination of why a society during me historiffil Wiad will produce
a crtain
of music; hout tle musical, social, and cultural structures
mtght be related to ottc tnotlwn Ttu mciolory of music is not pnmwily
rn aestlntic disciplitu. {Rnndel, p, 756-757)

W

- The Harvard Dictionary of Music
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Composers seek inspiration

for a musical score from a variety of

sounces. including nature, ltfe experiences, and stories. The purpose for

the music is even more complex. If a story is

b

be

tol{

as it happened or they may retell a story adding their

writing

the composer may

btl it

inErprehtion to the

events. WhaEver is chosen, it is done so out of respect for the subjecl

It it easy to understand a composer feeling a direct relationship to
the story, but performers and audiences can he just as drawn to the music as the
composer. Art irupires people when it touches feelings or thoughb that are
cherished. I found this to be trre participating in and observing the ensemble of

lC Superstm.
The following is a section from a case study, entifled Sociology of
Music, that explains the connections of the story of Iesus Christ Superstar to the

public that embraced it, and to the artisb who perfiorm

it

It discusses ib

popularity with audiences, and the connections of the characErs to the
performers.

IV. A. Iesus Ctrist Superstar and Leadershiu
In /C Suprstrr, ttrere are connections between the members of the
organization and the story of |esus. The story line of the characters' search for a
sense of self and for questioning truths is powerful. In an article tn Catholic

World (August,1971), Clifford Edwards observes that Iesus of Suprsfar is not
the |esus of church rhetoric, loving; caring, thinking of others more than

himself. As a charismatic leader the historical ]esus attained his status through
his followers' belief that ... "for them it is sufficient that their leader has given
the command.

Tf he

has ordered,

it is their duty to obey." (Kellermary p. 24n

Charismatic leaders also inspire powerful emotiorrs toward themselves from
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their followers such as "affecfloru admiration, trust, and even love." (Kellennan
p, 148)

Suryrtrrt

Iesus is pedestrian. He's cranky, confused, and not that

happy about being the Messiah. In the libretto , W Tim Rice ]udas sings - " ...iI
we strip the myth from the man...

" Mary Magdalene staEs, "...he's a man, iust

a man..." and lesus himself in the Emple scene hastily tells his follourer$' "heal

yourselves!" Webber and Rice challenge the notion of |esus as a Charismatic
leader. They look at Iesus not as the Charismatic leader, but as someone

stnrggling to find his own voice, as an individual with questions and doubts.
Edwards credits this stnrggle for one's voice and identity as the lure of
Superstw for youth audiences,

Edwards compires Superstur lesus to Holden Caulfield and the
effect Holden has when teens read ID Salinge/$ Catclrs in the Rye. Holden and
Superstw are troubled. They are not above anxieties and frustrations that youth
face. Supustar ]esus is struggling

with the pressures and doubb of the gifb he

has been given. He is stmggling to meet the expectations of his followers

amongst the cynicism of his oppres$ors. "Heal yourselves," Suprstw ]esus yells
at his followers during the Emple scene.

IV. B. The
Edwards was not surprised at the campus culttrre in the United
States grasping onto this musical and recognizing rock music as a medium for

spiritual growth. He proposes the notion of the famous Woodstock concert

as

the modern adaptation of the evangelical camp meeting or revival. Both

provide an organized gathering place for spiritual growth and community
building. Group gatherings such

as

Woodstock and camp meetings are forums

for the development of cultural groups. Often the attendees are processing
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cultural shifts at an individual level and are seeking these gatherings to
establish or affirm their beliefs.l0

Edwards suggests that as Christianity struggled for acceptance

during Jesus' time,
Surystm

tresus.

iltural

shifrs

were occurring that could very well produce a

It is easier today to relate to a lesus who questions his

sruroundings and his role in society \ rithin a shifting culhre. The audiences of
1971were certainly in the midst of nrltural change as their conffitporaries

fought foreign urars and the United States suffered shaken confidence in

ib

poUtical leaders.
We can return to Earnest Bormann and his theory that small

culhrres are created through shared fantasy. His theory is that grouPs hond

through the sharing of stories and experiences. Common visions of these evenE
create images and language that are specific to the group: "they interpreEd
some aspect of their experience in the same way." (p. 1O4,) The ability of a

group to do this is the creation of symbolic convergence. According to
Bormann:
People can make sense out of experience if they can explain what
happened in Enns of a person or persons making decisions,
taking actions, and causing things to happen. When they interpret
the behavior of others in the group and external pressures on the
group in terurs of human actors, they can assign motives and
responsibility, they can praise and blame, they can arouse and
propitiate guilt (p. 104)

To an audience member of /esus Christ Superstw, the role of lesus provides the

"human actor/' for the audience to identify $rith and thus, question their own
l0

An additisrrd link to the musicians in /C Srry*rtxr to the phenomena of the original St+r:sfur occurred
in the $unurrcr of 1999. The director and several mernbers of the IC Sryrrsur ertsemble were involved in
the 1999 Woodstock concerL The reference above to the 196ffs Woodetock corrcst as a gathering of peo,ple
to cel#rate similar beliefs has stce again corle full cirde.
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concerns about their culture. It assures them that if Iesus is uncertain, then they
can be uncertain
Ttte characters of Peter and Judas in the musical are

wift

confronH

the decision of remaining loyal to their leader, Jesus. Earlier in this paper

discussion of two members leaving the organization was discussed.

Thre two,

who played pivotal singlng roles, left the director pondering their loyalty to IC
Superstar. One made it clear to the director that he would like to remain as a

part of the organization in ways other than performing. His loyalty to the
organization remained intac[ The other member left the organization for
several reasons. The director felt her deparhue was due to a lack of dedication

to the next vision and the progress of the ensemble. I will be interested to see
the remaining members' reactions to both deparhrres.

fV. C. Th+. Musisians Corurections
The members of lC Supersfar created their own culture. Each

brought individual gifb and individual issues. Several members have an
interesting story that led them to the organization.
One member rememhers hiding the album from his conservative

Catholic family who forbade this "blasphemy' tn their house. The opporhrnity

twenty-five years later to perforur this childhood taboo was enticing. This mme

individual lost his father during the second year of performances. The director
helieves the grief was consoled in part by the connection of the music. This
person could combine his childhood with his presenl Several members entered
the group afhr experiencing a divorce. The consensus among this group \^ras

relief to have this organization to occupy their time and thoughts, and to release
emotions through the music. Another member recalled singng the music with
his brothers as children. The first performance uras so overwhehning that he
8t

trras brought to tears for most of the performance.

lust as the music influenced

these musician$ as children, as adulb the messages and the experience

provided guidance and direction

as

they experienced culfirral shifts in their

adulthood.

A unique cultural shift that this organization embraced is
blindness to gender, race, and socioeconomic differences. The role of ]esus and
the role of Simon Zealob are sung by women, as is Mary Magdalene and two
chorus parb. There are ttuee African-Americans in the ensemble. The show is

predominately male with

a

ratio of seven male soloists and two female soloists

in the original production and one African Arnerican in a lead role. The
instrumentalists in /C Superstw are all male, but having the role of ]esus sung by
a womarU the

makes

typical glass ceiling u/omen face is removed. The organization

ib most significant strides in diversity of lifestyles: full-time musicians

who rely on their artistic interests for income; a gfoup who work part-time or
hourly jobu outside of the music business for steady wages but few, if any,
benefib; and a group who work fulI time jobs outride of the music business

with benefits and salaries. There is not a correlation between income and talent
that can be drawn from these groups or between income and commiturent to
the

ar[ Rather, one can conclude that all members

are puniuing their music to

satisfy an artistic need.
Bormann's symbolic convergence theory ffiys the way

organizational members make sense of their social and maErial realities
"...stems from the human tendency to want to understand events in Erms of

people enacting pu{poseful scenarios." It allows the participating members to
create shared visions through rifual and participation in evenb.
...team building at its heart is a spiritual undertaking. It is both a
search for the spirit within and ttte creation of a community of
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believers united by shared faith and shared culture. Peak
perforrrrances emerge as a Eam discovers ib soul (Bolmarut p.
262].

It is understandable tlrat this view of ]esus expnessed through the medium of
rock music would form common rhetoric for this group and create this

community.
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VII. Condusion

Coda
...frtry wncluding pfrsffige tlffit can fu unilerstffid as ocanning aftr tlw
strwtural csttclusifin af awork and tlut wt)es as s forffifrl cl.wing
gesture. (Rnt ilEI, p 1,78)
The Harvard Dictionary of Music

E4

I began the introduction of this thesis with a story of being asked

how useful my education in the fine arb was outside of the arb community. I
hope I have created many meaningful examples of just how valid aesthetic

training is to my art and any endeavor I ty.
My thesis presents articles, experiences and conceptr that link
music and leadership. What I found in all of these were several reoccurring
themes about leadershipt leadership can not be taught, authority or position
does not deterrrine

it and experience and self-awareness are key attributes of

leadership.
We have learned that aesthetic skills are developed just as

leadership is developed. One cannot assume that by awareness of the
characteristics that he has mastered art or leadership. As stated earlis, it is

difficult to define a specific set of defining traits that conclude leadership,
however it is easy to identify particular instances of leadership.
Palus proposes leadership as essentially art making. He continues

by listing a series of modes of perceiving. These modes are what comprise the
aesthetic face of leadership that u/as discussed by Howard in the Lihrature

Review. These traib, in addition to traits like self-awarene$s, are where these

theorisb believe leadership and art making are synonymous. Howard names
these aesthetic traits emotionaliztd thinking, Goldman calls them emotional

intelligatce, and Payne names them emotional obwoatiant. They are all defining
the aesthetic traits of leadership. Regardless of what names we want to give to
the definitions of the skills that comprise aesthetics, the result of implementing

them is the same proce$s as leadership.
Self*awareness is a concept discussed and defined by many
theorist$ in this thesis. It was Usted as one of the components of emotional

intelligence. It is also necessary to be self aurare to benefit from an aesthetic
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education, Self-awareness is present when leadership is presenl The

philosophy that understanding one's

seH

is ofEn done through perceiving

others is shared among many of the theorists quoted in tlds thesis.

An analogy in the LiErahrre Review compared learning a skill set
from a Extbook,

dtr

the same learning and implementing a skill set in an

achral situation. We may undershnd football, but implementing that

knowledge on the field would leave us pondering a new set of questions.

Inquiry motivates us to learn about a subiect Experiencing it is what Eaches us
to questiorU ponder, and conclude. This is a process of art making as well as
leadership building.
Once again we arrive at the word ffirqrfunce. We are talking about
a process of inquiry, but

it must first be understood that it takes a single

experience to launch that inquiry. According to Pine and Gilmore, it is

participatior; not merely observation, which creates the experience. Payne
believed in his philosophy of participation meating experiences as the link
between leadership and the arb. His course was designed to teach leadership

through art appreciation and participatiorL and result in seH-illumination.
To summarize the relationships of the arh and leadership and the
aesthetic characteristics they share, we can make several circles, which overlap.
We can take a set of traiE such as those of emotional inquiry in a circle

overlapping the idea of an experience, which has its own circle. The
combination of inquiry and experience move us to proces$, and when we finish
processing we reach a conclusion and the process begins again with the next
question. When implemented, the process can make art or leadership.
So, we have made several circles or

linl$

pattu within this inquiry. The

are valid. The theories have evolved from multiple academic disciplines

E6

and their application to the business world is apparent and often used as
examples by other leadership authors.

ff a reader were interested in strengthening her artistic or
leadership skills, begiffdng with a non-egotistical inquiry intCI her own persona

would be recommended, as Psychologist Carl Iung ffiy$.
If for example, I have an artistic talent of which my ego is not
conscious, nothing wilt happen to iL The grft may as well he
nonexistent Only if my ego notices can I bring it into reality. The
inborn but hidden totality of the psyche is not the same thing as a
wholeness that is fully realized and lived." flung, p. 162)
According to lung, one owes it to her self to explore what talents are patiently

waiting to be released.
The ideas are not complete and they are presented to you, the reader, for

multitudes of inquiry and applicatioru I want to conclude by reminding you
that my belief in an aesthetic education is shared by Smith. He says that an
education in the arts
...fosters an appreciation for art, cultivates aesthetic vision,
develops reflective intelligence, and encourages the study of
cultural alternatives ffhis would be] an education using processes
and promotion of ideas, skill+ dispositions, and values that one
may reasonably suppose can contribuE importanfly to the
background, aims and strtrcturing values of leadership
understood as meaning making in a community of practice. (p,
48)
Perhaps, a betEr qumtion for this thesis would have been:

what cfrn't we learn about leadership from music?
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Appendix B

MAL Leadership Development Model

Leadmthip

Sense of

Ethical

Fncility for

Orientation
Toward Action

Vision

Persuasion

Communication

Creative

rSocial awElreness
rEnvironmental

rlong-term

rEffective listener

perspective

rEffmtive qpeaker

rAwareness
rTolerance of

rFlexibiliU

religious and

olnnovativefless

rEffective Writer
rDiplomatic ability
rEffective team

rAdaptability

philosophical

member

diffemrces

rlnterpeffional
sensitivity

on

of

Culturally Aware
rAp,p,reciation for
cultural differences

rWorld-view
perspective

rTolerance of
indiYi&tal
differences

situational

complexity

Risk Assumptive
rCuriosity
rAchievement motivation
rSelf-estecur

Ilecisive
oSelf+onfidence

rAnalytical ability
rAbility to think critically
rUnderstmding of reserch

rAbiliU to manage corrllict

Master of Arts in t*ad€rship kogram, Augshrg College, Mimreapolis, MN
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Appendix C

Yarieties of Leadership
Leademhip Typq/Etyle

Auttor

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ilarold D. I-asswell, Joseph A Schunpeter
Robert C Tucker, Adolf HiJEIer,

Democmtic

Autocratic/Di*atorial
l*gaUConstitutional
UncsnstituHonal/Informal
Transactional
Transformational
Entrepreneurial

Missionary
Revisionist
10. Revolutionary
1L. Visionary
12" Ideological/Founder
13. Ideological Practictioner
14. Traditional/Monarchical
15. Charismatic
16. Machiavellian
17. Opporhrnistic
18. Power Seeker/Pow€r Wielder
19. Totalitarian
20. Statesperson
21. Principle Centered
22. Chain of Cmrmand (Hierarchical)
23. Team Player
24. Inclusive/Corrsultant
25. Authentic
26. Servant/ Stewmdship
27. Situational
28. Transculturat
29. Diarnond Theory
30. Mask Theory
31. Chaos Theory

Harold D. I-asffi/ell
Fred H. Willhoite Ir.
Sydney Hook
James McGregor Burns
Eugene Lewis
IotrnJ Gardener

Milgfim
frane Brinton, E Vistor Wolfenstein
Duothy W. Cantsr, Toni Bernay
MJC Ghandi
Stanley

Robert C. Tucker
Plato, The Philosapher KnB
Max Weber, Ailr Ruth Willner
Niccolo Machiavelli
Sydney Hook
|ames McGregor Burns
Hannah Arendt, Robert C. Tucker
Fred Greenstein
Stepten R. Covey
George Sirunel

Margaret Wheatley
Dorothy W. Cantor, Toni Bernay
Robert Tery
Robert Gremleaf
I,ance Blakesley
George Simnons, Carmen Vasquea
Peter Koesterrbaum
Iohn Keegan

Margaret Wheatley
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Ap,pendix D

Bconomic Distinctions

Table L-1.

Econoa.ic

Offering

Commodfties Goods

$enrices

Erqrerience

Economy

Agrarian

lndustrial

Senrice

Stage

Funttion

Extract

Make

Deliver

Stage

Natrut of
Offering

Fungible

Tangible

Intangible

Memorable

Key
Attributes

Natural

Standardized Customized Personal

Method
of Supply

bulk

after production on demand

Seller

Trader

Marrufacturer

Provider

Stager

Buyer

Market

User

Client

Guest

Benefits

Sensations

L.

Econornrc

Factors

Stored

in

Inventoried

Delivered

Revealed

over a duration

of

Demand

Pine,

Charactuistics Features

Jarrres H. (1998) Welcsnre to the F.rperience Ecunomy. Haruard Businws Rwiant,
July-August 1998. p,6.

|oseph Gllmore,

9l

Appedix E

Thc Experience Realms

Abmrption

Entertainment

Educatioml

Active Participation

Passive Participation

Esthetic

Escapist

Immersion

Pine, ]oeeptu Gilmorc, larnec H. (199E) Welcsne to the Experience Ecuromy. Harrard Busin*s Revian, |uly-August 1998.

pp, F7-1t15.
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Appendix F
The

Fiw

Components of Emotionsl Intelligence at Work

Hallmarks

Definition

Sclf-Awrreneer The ability to recognizc ard
understand your moods, emotions
and drives, as uEII, as their effest
on others.

sclf-coddence
realistic seH assessment
self deprecating serse of,humor

Self-Regplation the ability to control orredirect

tnrstrvorthiness and integity

disnrytive or impulsive moods
confront with ambiguity
the propensity to zuspend

Motivation

judgmeril-to thir* before acting

openness to change

a possion to work for reasons that

sfrong drive to achieve

go beyond money and status

optimiun, wen in the face of
a

propensity to pursue gmls with

failure

eners/ and persistence
orEanizatioml commitmert

Empathy

ud

the ability to understand the

expertise in building

emotional makeup of otlrcr people

retahing tale,rrt

skilt in tneating people acoording
to their emotional reactions

cross flilture sensitivity
serviae to clients and flrstomers

Socid SkiII

proficienry in manqging relationships
and building rctwo*s

e,ffestiveness to leading change
pernrasiveness

an ability to

find oornmon gromd

and build xapport

Haruafi

Busdness

Rwiat, Noveurber-Decernber, L998. yp 95
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Appendix G

Diamond Leadership Model

Vision
Vision is not so much wlut you ttrink as how you think it.

Sodal Responsibility

Courage
Courage does not avoid
anxiety and guilt but
us,es them custnrctivly

Family
Self
Work

Reality
Focusing on the facts
Financial security

Ethics
In ltfe it is necessary to find something worthy
To which one can make an unconditional comrritrnent

Social

rry.noPHM
Professional
Philosophical
Koeatenbanrn, Feter. (1991,) I,r*idrrship: Thetrnnq Side of Grwfness. San Francisco; Jmey-Bass, pp. 8&104
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Appendix H
Chaos Theory

Application to Organizatioru

Expcdfifons
of chmge

(vision)

Changeis:
constant

ineguW
nurilinefi
flE#sfrry
dynmtual

The Scimce

The Metaphors The Leadership

Complexity beyond under*anding
New Orderfrom disorder

WeatherPatterne
Human body, brain, heart
ImrrruneSysterr
River, whitewater

lnnovation, novelty, a daptation
Autopoeisis
Seuri-preamble boundaries

Facilitate learning organlzationc
Boundary uuumger, crtc€€r
Anplify/ dampen fl uctuations

Birdsflocldng

Maintain s;rstetn at edge of chaos
Achieve diversifir and variety

Direguilibrium
Butterlly effects
Dslnoportionate reslrcnse to input

Ecosysteur

Continuous renewal

BoilftE water

Recognize underlying patterns
Dispersed decision making

Unpredictable outcomes
Outcomec are iterative

Jazz Band

Short-tenn predictability
Paradorical states of stability
and instability
Eutergent properties

I.aser Beam

C'+rrerate information overload
AmpIS differemcee

Fractals
Sodal insects
Voyage of discovery

Reflect informatiut back
Maintain the dialectic

Fire

Maximize interactions

Adaptatiorn
I-earning as an organization

Self-organizing belravior

F-xplanations

Complexity frour simple nrles

Microphorre feed

of change

Patterns within Chaos

(prrlsrlr;tion)

Disproportionate sensitivity
to small changes
Feedback l*pu may amplify or
dampen opportunities
Self-organizing betraviors
Spontaneity, serendipity
Phase transitions
Lock-iry increasing rehuns
Qualitative analysis

Biofeedback
ryguation effect
Red Queen effect
Energy fields

Ctrerish the novelty/ diversity
Fluchrations necessary to strrvive
Focrrs on organizing process

Cellular autograte
Neural networks

Promote counter

Improvise

cultues

Pemdt experimental behavior
Avoid premature consensus
Promote comfort wlth change

Generalists

Lind, Jacqueline M. Implietions of the Uce of Metaphor hy l,eaders in Complex Adaptive Systerrs. t99+
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Appendix

I

Fractals
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